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1. Introduction
Interpolation theory is both an old topic in Mathematics, as well as a very rich one. One can get a
feeling for thehistory of the subject byperusingMeijering [20], and this in a review that hasnomention
of Nevanlinna-Pick, norm constrained interpolation, nor of any interpolation by matrix functions, not
to say tangential or two sided interpolation problems.
Our present interest is in several classes of interpolation problems, using polynomial and, more
generally, rational matrix functions. Our approach is motivated by the vast literature on this subject
that looks at norm constrained problems using operator theoretic methods, centered mostly around
the commutant lifting theorem introduced in Sarason [23] and Sz.-Nagy and Foias [24]. Comprehensive
surveys of this approach are to be found in Ball et al. [3] and Foias and Frazho [6]. The paper Antoulas
et al. [2] is close in spirit to the present paper and was very helpful in the research leading to it.
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As some natural applications of interpolation, e.g. coding theory, require a theory developed over
an arbitrary, sometimes ﬁnite, ﬁeld, we aim at applying the commutant lifting theorem ideas in an al-
gebraic setting. The natural setting for this is polynomial and rationalmodels, introduced in Fuhrmann
[8], and their generalizations into behaviors, see Willems [26–28] or Fuhrmann [12]. It turns out, and
in view of the universality of the backward shift as shown in Rota [22] this comes as no big surprise,
that rational models are of central importance in interpolation theory. The reason for this is that once
the interpolation constraints are conveniently cast in terms ofmodel homomorphisms, the polynomial
representations of these homomorphisms lead directly to the solution of various polynomial matrix
interpolation problems.
Since the general rational solution of a nonhomogeneous interpolation problem can be obtained
by adding to a polynomial solution the general rational solution to a corresponding homogeneous
interpolation problem, one can easily obtain a parametrization of such sets of rational solutions.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the basic results on polynomial and
rational models that are used in the sequel. These include the introduction of these models, their rep-
resentations, the relation of the lattice of invariant subspaces to factorizations of polynomial matrices,
the analysis and representations ofmodel homomorphisms, direct sumdecompositions ofmodels and
a matrix version of the Chinese remainder theorem.
Section 3 is devoted to polynomial interpolation theory.We brieﬂy review scalar, Lagrange interpo-
lation and pass on to matrix interpolation. We analyse in detail the Lagrange, ﬁrst order, interpolation
problem.Of considerable interest is the clariﬁcationof the relationbetween theChinese remainder the-
oremandpolynomial tangential interpolation.Wetreat theonesidedaswell as the twosidedproblems.
Using this as amodel,wepass on to study theNewton, recursive, tangential interpolation.We close this
section by treatingHermite, or high order, interpolation. Although all these interpolation problems can
be approached froman appropriate version of the Chinese remainder theorem,wewill skip the details.
In Section 4 we pass on from polynomial tangential interpolation to rational tangential interpola-
tion, treating separately theﬁrstorder andhighorder cases. Special emphasis isputon theparametriza-
tion of all rational solutions. There are some ﬁne points that we address in the case of rational matrix
interpolation arising from the fact, nonexistent in the scalar case, that an interpolating function may
have poles at some of the interpolation points. Our approach is algebraic-geometric and does not rely
on state space representation. Thus Löwner matrices, common in Antoulas [1], are avoided.
In Section 5 we work out a few examples. Some of the examples, modulo transpositions arising
from our setting of right tangential, contrary to left tangential, interpolation problems are adapted
from Antoulas et al. [2] for the purpose of comparison.
The author gratefully acknowledges his debt to an anonymous referee for his very signiﬁcant efforts
to improve the presentation of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
We begin by giving a brief review of the basic results on polynomial and rational models that will
be used in the sequel. We omit proofs which can be found in various papers, e.g. Fuhrmann [8,13].
2.1. Polynomial and rational models
Polynomial models are deﬁned as concrete representations of quotient modules of the form
F[z]m/M, where M ⊂ F[z]m is a full submodule, i.e. F[z]m/M is required to be a torsion module.
It can be shown that this is equivalent to a representation M = D(z)F[z]m with D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m
nonsingular. Deﬁning a projection map πD : F[z]m −→ F[z]m in by
πDf = Dπ−D−1f , f ∈ F[z]m, (1)
we have
XD = ImπD  F[z]m/D(z)F[z]m, (2)
which gives concrete, but non-canonical, representations for the quotient module. The shift operator
SD : XD −→ XD is deﬁned by
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SDf = πDzf = zf − D(z)ξf , f ∈ XD, (3)
where ξf = (D−1f )−1. It is known that α ∈ F is an eigenvalue of SD if and only if Ker D(α) /= 0. In
fact, we have the following characterization of the corresponding eigenvectors:
Ker(αI − SD) =
{
D(z)ξ
z − α
∣∣∣∣∣ ξ ∈ Ker D(α)
}
. (4)
A polynomial model has two structures. It is a vector space over the ﬁeld F but at the same time it is
a module over the polynomial ring F[z], the module structure being the one induced by SD and given,
for p ∈ F[z] and f ∈ XD, by
p · f = p(SD)f = πDpf . (5)
We deﬁne the forward shift S+ : F[z]m −→ F[z]m by
(S+f )(z) = zf (z), (6)
and the backward shift σ = S− : z−1F[[z−1]]m −→ z−1F[[z−1]]m by
σh = π−zh, (7)
and,more generally, givenD(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, the corresponding Toeplitz operatorD(σ ) : z−1F[[z−1]]m
−→ z−1F[[z−1]]m is deﬁned by
D(σ )h = π−Dh. (8)
The σ notation for the backward shift is commonly used in the behavioral literature, see Willems
[27,28]. The space XD = Ker D(σ ) is called a rational model. It is clearly backward shift invariant and
we deﬁne SD = σ |XD. Note that in the behavioral literature rational models are called autonomous
behaviors.
Proposition 2.1. Let D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular. Then the isomorphism
XD  XD, (9)
given by the map ρD : XD −→ XD deﬁned, for h ∈ XD, by
ρDh = Dh (10)
is an F[z]-module isomorphism, i.e. it is invertible and we have for all p ∈ F[z] and h ∈ XD
ρD(p · h) = p · (ρDh). (11)
In particular we have
ρDS
D = SDρD, (12)
i.e. the maps SD and SD are similar.
Rational models are of central importance in all that follows. Their importance is due to an obser-
vation of Rota [22], albeit in a slightly different context, that an arbitrary linear transformation in a
ﬁnite dimensional vector space is similar to the restriction of the backward shift to one of its invariant
subspaces, i.e. to a rational model. This explains the usefulness of shifts in modelling. This also means
that the module structure of a rational model is completely determined by its geometry, contrary to
polynomial models where models with the same elements may have completely different module
structures.
2.2. Lattice of invariant subspaces
Because of the central role that submodules of polynomial and rational play in our approach to
interpolation problems, we shall study the corresponding lattices of submodules or, equivalently, shift
invariant subspaces.
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The next theorem explores the close relationship between factorizations of polynomial matrices
and invariant subspaces, thereby it provides a link between geometry and arithmetic. It is one of the
principal results which makes the study of polynomial models so useful.
Theorem 2.1. Let D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular. A subset V ⊂ XD is a submodule, or equivalently an
SD-invariant subspace,if and only if V = D1XD2 for some factorization D(z) = D1(z)D2(z) with Di(z) ∈
F[z]m×m also nonsingular. Moreover, we have
SD|D1XD2 = D1SD2D−11 . (13)
We have seen already, in Theorem 2.1, that the use of polynomial models provides a link between
the arithmetic of polynomial matrices, in particular factorizations, and the geometry of invariant
subspaces. It is only to be expected that this link extends to set operations on the lattice of invariant
subspaces of a polynomial, or rational, model. This expectation materializes and we shall study this
topic in more detail.
So far, the discussion was general. We now turn our attention to the study of the lattices of shift
invariant subspaces in the polynomial model XD and the rational model X
D. These subspaces are
clearly closed under sums and intersections. Therefore, they have also representations in terms of
factorizations of D(z). We proceed now to characterize these factorizations.
Theorem 2.2. Let Vi, i = 1, . . . , s be submodules of XD, i.e. SD-invariant subspaces, having the represen-
tations Vi = EiXFi that correspond to the factorizations
D(z) = Ei(z)Fi(z).
Then the following statements are true.
1. V1 ⊂ V2 if and only if E1(z) = E2(z)R(z), i.e. if and only if E2(z) is a left factor of E1(z).
2. ∩si=1Vi has the representation EνXFν with Eν(z) the l.c.r.m. of the Ei(z) and Fν(z) the g.c.r.d. of the
Fi(z).
3. V1 + · · · + Vs has the representation EμXFμ with Eμ(z) the g.c.l.d. of the Ei(z) and Fμ(z) the l.c.l.m.
of all the Fi(z).
4. We have
XD = E1XF1 + · · · + EsXFs
if and only if the Ei(z) are left coprime.
5. We have ∩si=1EiXFi = 0 if and only if the Fi(z) are right coprime.
6. Given the factorizations D(z) = E1(z)F1(z) = E2(z)F2(z) of a nonsingular D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, then
we have the direct sum representation
XD = E1XF1 ⊕ E2XF2 (14)
if and only if F1(z), F2(z) are right coprime and E1(z), E2(z) are left coprime.
We proceed to the study of the geometry of submodules of the rational model XD. The results are
analogous to those for polynomial submodules.
Theorem 2.3. Let D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular.
1. A subset V of XD is a submodule, or equivalently an SD invariant subspace, if and only if V = XD2 for
some factorization D(z) = D1(z)D2(z) with the Di(z) nonsingular.
2. Given invertible Ei(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s, let V = ∩si=1XEi . Then V = XE with E(z) a g.c.r.d.
of the Ei(z).
3. Given invertible Ei(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s, letN = ∑si=1 XEi .ThenN = XE andE(z) is a l.c.l.m.
of the Ei(z).
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Theorem 2.2.6 settles the question of a representation of a polynomial model as the direct sum
of two submodules or shift invariant subspaces. For our purposes, it is important to characterize the
direct sum representation of a ﬁnite number of submodules. In order to study the decomposition of
a polynomial model XD into a direct sum of SD-invariant subspaces or, equivalently, submodules, we
need a new concept and for this purpose, we introduce the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.1
1. Given nonsingular polynomial matrices Ei(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s, we say that the Ei(z) are
mutually left coprime if for each i, Ei(z) is left coprime with Eμi = l.c.r.m.{Ej}j /=i, the unique, up
to a right unimodular factor, least common right multiple of all {Ej(z)}j /=i.
2. Given nonsingular polynomial matrices Fi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s, we say that the Fi(z) are
mutually right coprime if for each i, Fi(z) is right coprime with Fνi = l.c.l.m.{Fj}j /=i, the unique,
up to a left unimodular factor, least common left multiple of all {Fj(z)}j /=i.
Note that, in the matrix case, mutual left coprimeness is a stronger condition than pairwise left
coprimeness. The same holds of course also for mutual right coprimeness.
Proposition 2.2
1. Fi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s.LetD(z) = l.c.l.m.{Fj}sj=1 andFνi(z) = l.c.l.m.{Fj}j /=i.ThenD(z) =
l.c.l.m.{Fi(z), Fνi(z)}.
2. GivenEi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s.LetD(z) = l.c.r.m.{Ei}si=1 andEμi(z) = l.c.r.m.{Ej}j /=i.Then
D(z) = l.c.r.m.{Ei(z), Eμi(z)}.
Theorem 2.4. Let D(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular and let D(z) = Ei(z)Fi(z), i = 1, . . . , s, be factor-
izations into nonsingular factors. Let Fν(z) = l.c.l.m.{Fj(z)}sj=1 and Fν(z) = Ej(z)Fj(z) the correspond-
ing factorization of D(z). Let Fνi(z) = l.c.l.m.{Fj(z)}j /=i and let D(z) = Eνi(z)Fνi(z). Then the following
statements are equivalent.
1. We have the direct sum representation
EνXFν = ⊕sj=1EjXFj , (15)
or, equivalently,
XFν = ⊕sj=1XFj . (16)
2. The {Fi(z)} are mutually right coprime.
3. We have
deg det Fν =
s∑
i=1
deg det Fi(z). (17)
2.3. F[z]-Homomorphisms
Polynomialmodels have two basic structures, that of anF-vector space and that of anF[z]-module.
TheF[z]-homomorphismsareof particular imortance in interpolation and the following theoremgives
their chracterization.
Theorem 2.5. Let D1(z) ∈ F[z]m×m and D2(z) ∈ F[z]p×p be nonsingular. Then Z : XD1 −→ XD2 is an
F[z]-homomorphism, or a map intertwining SD1 and SD2 , i.e. it satisﬁes
SD2Z = ZSD1 (18)
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if and only if there exist N1(z), N2(z) ∈ F[z]p×m such that
N2(z)D1(z) = D2(z)N1(z) (19)
and
Zf = πD2N2f . (20)
Theorem 2.6. Let Z : XD1 −→ XD2 be the F[z]-module homomorphism deﬁned by
Zf = πD2N2f (21)
with
N2(z)D1(z) = D2(z)N1(z) (22)
holding. Then
1. Ker Z = E1XF1 , where D1(z) = E1(z)F1(z) and F1(z) is a g.c.r.d. of D1(z) and N1(z).
2. Im Z = E2XF2 , where D2(z) = E2(z)F2(z) and E2(z) is a g.c.l.d. of D2(z) and N2(z).
3. Z is invertible if and only if D1(z) and N1(z) are right coprime and D2(z) and N2(z) are left coprime.
4. D1(z) and N1(z) are right coprime and D2(z) and N2(z) are left coprime if and only if there exist
polynomial matrices X1(z), Y1(z), X2(z), Y2(z) for which the following doubly coprime factorization
holds(
Y2(z) −X2(z)−N2(z) D2(z)
)(
D1(z) X1(z)
N1(z) Y1(z)
)
=
(
I 0
0 I
)
(
D1(z) X1(z)
N1(z) Y1(z)
)(
Y2(z) −X2(z)−N2(z) D2(z)
)
=
(
I 0
0 I
)
.
(23)
5. In terms of the doubly coprime factorizations (23), Z−1 : XD2 −→ XD1 is given by
Z−1g = −πD1X1g, g ∈ XD2 . (24)
Having characterized the F[z]-homomorphisms between polynomial models, we can use the iso-
morphism (10) between polynomial and rational models, proved in Proposition 2.1, which allows us
to translate the content of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 to the rational model context. Thus we have
Theorem 2.7. Let D1(z) ∈ F[z]m×m and D2(z) ∈ F[z]p×p be nonsingular. Then Y : XD1 −→ XD2 is an
F[z]-homomorphism if and only if there exist N2(z) ∈ F[z]p×m and N1(z) ∈ F[z]p×m such that
N2(z)D1(z) = D2(z)N1(z) (25)
and
Yh = π−N1h = N1(σ )h, h ∈ XD1 . (26)
2.4. The Chinese remainder theorem
We have analysed, in Theorems 2.4 and 2.3, direct sum representations of polynomial and rational
model spaces. Given the analysis of module isomorphism undertaken in Section 2.3, we can show
now how a given vector can be decomposed with respect to such a direct sum representation. This
is directly related to a matrix version of the Chinese remainder theorem, proved in Fuhrmann [10],
interpolation theory, as well as to partial fraction decompositions and we will discuss all these topics
in somewhat more detail. Note that in the proof of this theorem, coprimeness is used in two distinct
ways. One is geometrical, related to direct sum representations, the other is spectral and related to
inversion of polynomial model homomorphisms.
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Theorem 2.8. Let Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular. Assume that XΞ has the direct sum representation
XΞ = L1XΞ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ LsXΞs , (27)
corresponding to the factorizations Ξ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z), i = 1, . . . , s. Let
Li(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξj(z)}j /=iΞ(z) = g.c.l.d.{Lj(z)}j /=i (28)
Then
1. We have
Ξ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z) = Ξ i(z)Li(z) (29)
with Li(z),Ξ i(z) left coprime and Ξi(z), Li(z) right coprime.
2. Let (
Ai(z) −Bi(z)
−Ξ i(z) Li(z)
)(
Li(z) Bi(z)
Ξi(z) Ai(z)
)
=
(
I 0
0 I
)
(
Li(z) Bi(z)
Ξi(z) Ai(z)
)(
Ai(z) −Bi(z)
−Ξ i(z) Li(z)
)
=
(
I 0
0 I
) (30)
be a doubly coprime embedding. Deﬁne maps Zi : XΞi −→ XΞ i by
gi = Zifi = πΞ i Lifi, fi ∈ XΞi . (31)
Clearly, gi ∈ XΞ i . Then Z−1i : XΞ i −→ XΞi is given by
fi = Z−1i gi = πΞi Aigi, gi ∈ XΞ i . (32)
3. For f ∈ XΞ we have, with respect to the direct sum representation (27),
f =
s∑
j=1
Lj(πΞj Ajf ). (33)
4. Let Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be nonsingular. Assume that XΞ has the direct sum representation
XΞ = XΞ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ XΞs , (34)
corresponding to the factorizations Ξ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z). Then, with respect to the direct sum repre-
sentation (34), h ∈ XΞ has the representation
h =
s∑
j=1
hi, (35)
with
hi = π−Ξ−1i Ai(Ξh) ∈ XΞi . (36)
5. Given mutually left coprime, nonsingular polynomial matrices L1(z), . . . , Ls(z) and polynomial vec-
tors gj ∈ XLj , then there exists a polynomial vector f for which
gj = πLj f . (37)
The polynomial vector f is unique if we assume f ∈ XΞ , where Ξ(z) = l.c.r.m.{Li(z)}si=1.
Proof
1. From the characterization given in Theorem 2.2we haveΞ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξj(z)}sj=1. So, if Li(z) is
deﬁned by (28), we have Ξ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Li(z),Ξi(z)}. This implies the factorizations (29) and
the left coprimeness of Li(z),Ξ(z).
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2. The existence of the doubly unimodular embedding (30) follows from the coprimeness condi-
tionsproved inPart 1. ThemapsZi, deﬁned in (31), aremodulehomomorphismsand the inversion
formula (32) follows from Theorem 2.6.
3. With respect to the direct sum representation (27), write f = ∑sj=1 Ljfj , with fj ∈ XΞj . Since
Ξ(z) = g.c.l.d.{Lj(z)}j /=i, we have πΞ Ljfj = 0 for j /= i. Note that from the doubly unimodu-
lar embedding (30) we have the equality Ai(z)Ξ i(z) = Ξi(z)Ai(z) which implies AiKer πΞ ⊂
Ker πΞi . This leads to
gi = πΞ f = πΞ Lifi = Zifi,
and so
fi = Z−1i gi = πΞi AiπΞ i f = πΞi Aif .
So (33) follows.
4. Since XΞ = Ξ−1XΞ , using the factorizationsΞ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z), the direct sum representation
(34) is equivalent to (27). Indeed, if h ∈ XΞ and h = ∑si=1 hi with hi ∈ XΞi , we have
f = Ξh =
s∑
i=1
LiΞihi =
s∑
i=1
Lifi,
with fi = Ξihi ∈ XΞi . Using the previous part, we have f =
∑s
i=1 LiπΞi Aif , and so
h = Ξ−1f =
s∑
i=1
Ξ
−1
i L
−1
i LiπΞi Ai(Ξh) =
s∑
i=1
π−Ξ−1i Ai(Ξh).
Clearly, hi = π−Ξ−1i Ai(Ξh) ∈ XΞi as f = Ξh is a polynomial vector.
5. Given mutually left coprime, nonsingular polynomial matrices L1(z), . . . , Ls(z), let Ξ(z) =
l.c.r.m.{Li(z)}si=1. Thenwe have the factorizationsΞ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z) for someΞi(z). We deﬁne
Ξ i(z) = l.c.r.m.{Lj(z)}j /=i
Li(z) = g.c.r.d.{Ξj(z)}j /=i. (38)
Necessarily, by Theorem 2.4, the {Ξi(z)}si=1 are mutually right coprime. Thus we have the direct
sum representation XΞ = L1XΞ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ LsXΞs . Let f ∈ XΞ , so it has a representation of the
form f = ∑sj=1Ljfj . We proceed as in part 3 of the theorem. We have
gi = πΞ i f = πΞ i
s∑
j=1
Ljfj = πΞ i Lifi = Zifi.
Choosing fi = Z−1i gi = πΞi AiπΞ i f = πΞi Aif , the existence of f follows.
To prove uniqueness, assume f , g ∈ XΞ and πLj f = πLj g, j = 1, . . . , s. This implies
f − g ∈ ∩sj=1Ker πΞ j = ∩sj=1Ξ jF[z]m = ΞF[z]m.
Thus f − g ∈ XΞ ∩ ΞF[z]m = {0}, which proves uniqueness. 
Note that Theorem 2.8.4 can be considered as a partial fraction decomposition. We state this,
omitting the proof, as a corollary.
Theorem 2.9. Let G(z) be a p × mstrictly proper rationalmatrix function and let G(z) = Ξ(z)−1Π(z) be
a left coprime factorization. Assume there exist factorizations Ξ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z), i = 1, . . . , s, such that
Ξ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξj(z)}sj=1, with theΞj(z)mutually right coprime. LetΞ i(z), Li(z) be deﬁned by (28) and
let (30) be a doubly coprime factorization. Then, there exists a unique representation G(z) = ∑si=1Gi(z)
with Gi(z) strictly proper and having the coprime factorizations Gi(z) = Ξi(z)−1Πi(z), where, with the
doubly coprime factorization (30), we have
Πi = πΞi AiΠ. (39)
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As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8, we can state a polynomial matrix version of the Chinese
remainder theorem proved in Fuhrmann [10].
Theorem 2.10
1. Let Li(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s be nonsingular and mutually left coprime and let Ξ(z) be their
l.c.r.m. Then, given Ai(z) ∈ F[z]m×n, i = 1, . . . , s, such that Li(z)−1Ai(z) is strictly proper, there
exist polynomial matrices A(z) and Bi(z) in F[z]m×n such that
A(z) = Ai(z) + Li(z)Bi(z), i = 1, . . . , s.
A(z) is uniquely determined if we require Ξ(z)−1A(z) to be strictly proper.
2. LetΞi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s be nonsingular and mutually right coprime and letΞ(z) be their
l.c.l.m. Then, given Ai(z) ∈ F[z]n×m, i = 1, . . . , s, such that Ai(z)Ξi(z)−1 is strictly proper, there
exist polynomial matrices A(z) and Bi(z) ∈ F[z]m×n such that
A(z) = Ai(z) + Bi(z)Ξi(z), i = 1, . . . , s.
A(z) is uniquely determined if we require A(z)Ξ(z)−1 to be strictly proper.
Proof
1. Clearly it sufﬁces to prove the theorem in the special case of n = 1. However, this is the content
of Theorem 2.8.5.
2. Follows by duality. 
3. Polynomial interpolation
3.1. Introduction
Althoughourmain interest in this section is in tangentialmatrix interpolation,webeginbyanalysing
the caseof the scalar Lagrange interpolation, namely:Givendistinctλi ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , s and ci ∈ F, i =
1, . . . , s, ﬁnd a polynomial f (z) of minimal degree that satisﬁes
f (λi) = ci, i = 1, . . . , s. (40)
The problem is easily solved by deﬁning the Lagrange interpolation polynomials by
li(z) =
∏
j /=i(z − λj)∏
j /=i(λi − λj) . (41)
Clearly, the Lagrange interpolation polynomials satisfy
li(λj) = δij. (42)
As a consequence, the polynomial f (z) deﬁned by
f (z) =
s∑
i=1
cili(z), (43)
is a solution of the interpolation problem. Note that f (z) so deﬁned, satisﬁes deg f  s − 1. That it is
the minimal degree polynomial solution is a consequence of the division rule of polynomials.
This solution to the interpolation problem is embarassingly simple and hides the geometric insight
needed for the extension to matrix interpolation problems.
We consider the case the polynomials ξi(z) = z − λi, i = 1, . . . , s, with the λi distinct. Clearly, the
ξi(z) are mutually coprime. We let
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ξ(z) = s∏
i=1
(z − λi),
ei(z) = ∏
j /=i
(z − λj),
Fμi(z) =
∏
j /=i
(z − λj),
Eμi(z) = (z − λi).
(44)
We deﬁne the Lagrange interpolation polynomials as in (41).
The mutual coprimeness of the ξi(z) implies the direct sum decomposition Xξ = ⊕si=1eiXξi . Given
f ∈ Xξ , we want to obtain a representation of it with respect to this direct sum. By Theorem 2.8, we
can write f = ∑si=1eifi, with fi = πFiY if . In our case Yi = 1∏j /=i(λi−λj) is a constant. We compute
fi =
∏
z−λi
1∏
j /=i(λi − λj) f =
f (λi)∏
j /=i(λi − λj) .
Hence the required decomposition is given by
f (z) =
s∑
i=1
eifi =
s∑
i=1
∏
j /=i
(z − λj) f (λi)∏
j /=i(λi − λj) =
s∑
i=1
f (λi)li(z), (45)
which is the well known Lagrange interpolation formula.
The doubly coprime factorization (30) reduces in this case to(
1∏
j /=i(λi−λj) −
li(z)−1
z−λi−(z − λi) ∏j /=i(z − λj)
)⎛⎝∏j /=i(z − λj) li(z)−1z−λi
(z − λi) 1∏
j /=i(λi−λj)
⎞⎠ = (1 0
0 1
)
. (46)
Since li(λi) = 1, it follows that li(z)−1z−λi is indeed a polynomial. The only thing to check is the Bezout
equation, which is given by the following computation
1∏
j /=i(λi − λj)
∏
j /=i
(z − λj) − li(z) − 1
z − λi (z − λi) = li(z) − (li(z) − 1) = 1.
3.2. Tangential ﬁrst order polynomial interpolation
The scalar Lagrange interpolation method leads directly to a matrix version, which can be summa-
rized as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Given s distinct λi ∈ F and matrices Fi ∈ Fp×m, there exists a unique polynomial matrix
F(z) ∈ F[z]p×m for which
1.
deg F(z) < s (47)
2. the interpolation conditions
F(λi) = Fi, i = 1, . . . , s (48)
are satisﬁed.
Proof. This follows by applying the scalar result to each matrix entry. In fact, if Li(z) are the Lagrange
interpolation polynomials, deﬁned in (42), then F(z) = ∑si=1FiLi(z) solves the matrix interpolation
problem. The solution also follows from Theorem 2.10 by letting Ei(z) = (z − λi)I ∈ F[z]m×m and
Ai(z) = Fi. 
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As noted in Ball et al. [3], this problem, under the extra assumption that the λi are distinct, is
easily reduced to the scalar case by choosing arbitrary matricesMi ∈ Fp×m that satisfyMiξi = ηi and
then applying Theorem 3.1. The obvious disadvantage of this method is the nonuniqueness, as well as
nonminimality, in terms of the McMillan degree, of the solution.
Muchmore interesting results are the tangential interpolation problems, where we do not interpo-
late the values of the interpolation functions at given points, but require interpolation only in speciﬁc
directions. Note that, in the case of tangential interpolation, for consistency, the interpolation points
do not have to be distinct. This is because at any given point, theremay be several linearly independent
interpolation directions. These problemswe proceed to deﬁne. Since we are going to use both row and
column vectors, we will use the notation Fm×1 form-column vectors and F1×p for p-row vectors. Also
for row rational models wewill use the tensor notation, see Fuhrmann and Helmke [15]. Our approach
to the solution of the tangential interpolation problems is based on the geometry of rational models
and its relation to the factorization of polynomial matrices.
Deﬁnition 3.1
1. Right tangential Lagrange interpolation problem:
Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm×1, ηi ∈ Fp×1, where we assume that the vectors
{
ξi
z−λi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} are
linearly independent, ﬁnd Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying
RTIP : Λ(λi)ξi = ηi, i = 1, . . . , s. (49)
2. Left tangential Lagrange interpolation problem
Given μi ∈ F, ρi ∈ F1×p, ηi ∈ F1×m, where we assume that the vectors
{
ρi
z−μi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s}
are linearly independent, ﬁnd a polynomial matrix Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the interpolation
constraints
LTIP : ρiΛ(μi) = σi, i = 1, . . . , t. (50)
Solving one of the two problems leads, by transposition, to the solution of the other. In the next
theorem we will study the right tangential Lagrange interpolation problem. In Section 3.5, we shall
solve the bitangential interpolation problem arising by combining the interpolation constraints.
To bring to bear the full power of polynomial and rational model theory on the interpolation
problem, we need to recast the interpolation conditions (49) and (50) in model terms. To this end,
we state a proposition that, despite its simplicity, is a key result in the analysis that follows.
Proposition 3.1. Let λ ∈ F,Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, ξ ∈ Fm and η ∈ Fp. Then
1. Λ(σ)
ξ
z − λ =
Λ(λ)ξ
z − λ . (51)
2. We have Λ(σ)
ξ
z−λ = ηz−λ if and only if Λ(λ)ξ = η.
3. We have Λ(σ)
ξ
z−λ = 0 if and only if Λ(λ)ξ = 0.
Proof
1. Note that Λ(z)
ξ
z−λ = (Λ(z) − Λ(λ)) ξz−λ + Λ(λ) ξz−λ , which implies (51).
2. Follows from (51).
3. This is a special case of the previous statement. 
Wewish to point out that the subspace span
{
ξ
z−λ
}
, which is a rational model, is also the image of
a Hankel operator of the form H cξ
z−λ
with c /= 0. This observation will be generalized when we study
higher order interpolation.
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The next theorem solves the tangential interpolation problemby using the interpolation conditions
to deﬁne a 1-dimensional rational model homomorphism and then uses the polynomial represen-
tations of such homomorphisms, given in Theorem 2.5, to compute the interpolating polynomial
matrix.
Theorem 3.2. Let λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm, ηi ∈ Fp, where we assume
{
ξi
z−λi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} are linearly
independent. Then
1. There exist polynomial matrices Ξi(z), Li(z), Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m and Hi(z), H(z) ∈ F[z]p×p for
which
XΞi = span
{
ξi
z−λi
}
,
XLi = span
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ j /= i} ,
XΞ = span
{
ξi
z−λi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} ,
XHi = span
{
ηi
z−λi
}
,
XH = span
{
ηj
z−λj
∣∣∣ j = 1, . . . , s} .
(52)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the polynomial matrices Ξi(z), Li(z), Ξ(z), Hi(z),
H(z) are row proper.
2. We have the direct sum representation
XΞ = XΞ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ XΞs (53)
and
XΞ = XΞi ⊕ XLi . (54)
The {Ξi(z)}si=1 are mutually right coprime and we have
Ξ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξi(z)}si=1. (55)
Moreover, we have deg detΞi(z) = 1 and
deg detΞ(z) =
s∑
i=1
deg detΞi(z) = s. (56)
3. Deﬁne
Li(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξj(z)}j /=i. (57)
Then there exist polynomial matrices Li(z), Ξ i(z) satisfying
Ξ(z) = Li(z)Ξi(z) = Ξ i(z)Li(z), i = 1, . . . , s, (58)
and
deg detΞi(z) = deg detΞ i(z) = 1,
deg det Li(z) = deg det Li(z) = s − 1. (59)
4. We have
XH = XH1 + · · · + XHs (60)
and
H(z) = l.c.l.m.{Hi(z)}si=1. (61)
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5. Construct a mapW : XΞ −→ XH by deﬁning
W
ξi
z − λi =
ηi
z − λi , i = 1, . . . , s (62)
and extending it by linearity. ThenW is an F[z]-module homomorphism, i.e. it satisﬁes
WSΞ = SHW. (63)
6. There exist polynomial matrices Γ (z),Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the intertwining relation
Γ (z)Ξ(z) = H(z)Λ(z) (64)
in terms of which the mapW has the representation
Wh = Λ(σ)h = π−Λh, h ∈ XΞ . (65)
7. Λ(z) so deﬁned solves the tangential polynomial interpolation problem, i.e. (49) is satisﬁed. Λ(z) is
unique if we impose the additional requirement that Λ(z)Ξ(z)−1 is strictly proper.
Proof
1. Each of the spaces on the right side of (52) is a ﬁnite dimensional, shift invariant subspace,
i.e. a rational model. These rational models have the representations (52) with the polynomial
matrices uniquely deﬁned up to a left unimodular factor. In order to see this, deﬁne
Ji =
{
P(z) ∈ F[z]m×m
∣∣∣∣∣π−P(z) ξiz − λi = 0
}
. (66)
Clearly, Ji is a left ideal in F[z]m×m, hence has a representation Ji = F[z]m×mΞi(z) for some
polynomial matrix Ξi(z) that is uniquely deﬁned up to a left unimodular factor, see Fuhrmann
[8]. Since (z − λi)I ∈ Ji,Ξi(z) is necessarily nonsingular. It is now easy to check that XΞi =
span
{
ξi
z−λi
}
. The other representations in (52) are proved analogously. We can use the extra
freedom of left multiplication by a unimodular factor to reduce the representing polynomial
matrices to row proper form or even to the Kronecker–Hermite canonical form, see Fuhrmann
and Helmke [14]. This will be used in the analysis of complexity.
2. The assumption that the
{
ξi
z−λi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} are linearly independent implies the direct sum
representation (53). Equality (54) follows from the fact that XLi = ⊕j /=iXΞj . Equality (55) follows
from Theorem 2.4. Equality (56) is equivalent to dim XΞ = ∑si=1 dim XΞi which follows from
the dimension formula dim XΞ = deg detΞ(z).
3. The existence of the Ξ i(z) and Li(z) follows from Theorem 2.2. Equalities (59) follow from
Theorem 2.6 and are a consequence of the isomorphisms XΞi  XΞ i and XLi  XLi .
4. Follows from Theorem 2.4.
5. Note that we have
SΞ
ξi
z − λi = π−z
ξi
z − λi =
λiξi
z − λi . (67)
Using this, we compute
WSΞ
ξi
z − λi = W
λiξi
z − λi = λiW
ξi
z − λi = λi
ηi
z − λi
= SH ηi
z − λi = S
HW
ξi
z − λi .
Thus (63) holds on all basis elements of XΞ , hence, by linearity, on all elements of XΞ .
6. Follows from Theorem 2.8.
7. By using the deﬁnition ofW , i.e. (62) as well as the representation (65) ofW , we compute
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ηi
z − λi = W
ξi
z − λi = π−Λ(z)
ξi
z − λi = Λ(λi)
ξi
z − λi ,
from which (49) follows. 
Note that while the rational models XΞi , XΞ , XHi , XH , introduced in (52), are uniquely deﬁned,
the representing polynomial matrices are deﬁned only up to left unimodular factors. Another thing
to note is that, in our approach, the interpolation points {λi} are not necessarily distinct. Finally, the
direct sum representation (53) can be interpreted as a partial fraction decomposition.
3.3. Lagrange interpolation
The representation of F[z]-homomorphisms between two polynomial models, given in Theorem
2.5, leads to a solution of the tangential interpolation problem. In the same way, solving a poly-
nomial tangential interpolation problem can be used to compute a polynomial representation of
F[z]-homomorphisms.
To compute a solution of the polynomial tangential interpolation problem, we mimic the solution
of the scalar interpolation problem by the use of the Lagrange interpolation polynomials, to work
out the tangential Lagrange interpolation. The main idea is replacing the right tangential Lagrange
interpolation problem (49) by s simpler problems deﬁned by ﬁnding polynomial matrices Λi(z) that
satisfy the right interpolation conditions
RTIP(i) =
{
Λi(λi)ξi = ηi
Λi(λj)ξj = 0, j /= i. (68)
Theorem 3.3. With the notation of Theorem 3.2, and the assumption that the polynomial matrices Ξi(z),
Li(z), Ξ(z), Hi(z), H(z) are row proper, we have
1. There exists a solution Λi(z) to the tangential interpolation problem RTIP(i). This solution is unique
if we require additionally that Λi(z)Ξ(z)
−1 is strictly proper.
2. The solution Λi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m of RTIP(i) has the representation
Λi(z) = Ri(z)Li(z), (69)
where Li(z) is deﬁned by (52). The solution is unique if we require additionally that Λi(z)Ξ i(z)
−1
be strictly proper for all i = 1, . . . , s. In that case all Ri(z) are constant of rank 1.
3. The solution of RTIP, deﬁned in (49), is given by
Λ(z) =
s∑
i=1
Λi(z). (70)
Proof
1. With the notation of Theorem 3.2, we deﬁne linear transformations Wi : XΞ −→ XH ,
i = 1, . . . , s, by{
Wi|XLi = 0
Wi ξiz−λi = ηiz−λi ,
(71)
andextend thedeﬁnitionby linearity.Wi areF[z]-homomorphisms. ApplyingTheorem2.7, there
exist polynomial matrices Γi(z),Λi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the intertwining relation
Γi(z)Ξ(z) = H(z)Λi(z). (72)
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that Λi(z)Ξ(z)
−1 is strictly proper. Using the
factorizations (58) and (69), we have that also
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Ri(z)Ξ i(z)
−1 = Ri(z)Li(z)Li(z)−1Ξ i(z)−1 = Λi(z)Ξ(z)−1
is strictly proper. In terms of the polynomial data,Wi has the representation
Wih = Λi(σ )h = π−Λih, h ∈ XΞ . (73)
Without loss of generality, we can assume thatΛi(z)Ξ(z)
−1 = H(z)−1Γi(z) are strictly proper.
With this assumption, the polynomial matrices Γi(z), Λi(z) are uniquely deﬁned.
2. The second condition in (68) implies the factorization
Λi(z) = Ri(z)Li(z) (74)
for some Ri(z) ∈ F[z]p×m which, under the assumption that the Ξ i are row proper and the
requirement that Ri(z)Ξ i(z)
−1 is strictly proper, is necessarily constant.
3. Note that
Λi(λi)ξi = π−Λi(z) ξi
z − λi = π−RiLi(z)
ξi
z − λi = RiLi(λi)ξi= ηi.
Deﬁning
W =
s∑
j=1
Wj , (75)
it follows thatW : XΞ −→ XH is an F[z]-homomorphism and it has the representation
Wh = Λ(σ)h = π−Λh, h ∈ XΞ , (76)
with
Λ(z) =
s∑
j=1
RjLj(z).  (77)
The polynomial matrices Li(z) can be seen as a polynomial matrix generalization of the Lagrange
interpolation polynomials and (77) as a generalization of the Lagrange interpolation formula (45).
Note that (77) implies
Λ(z)Ξ(z)−1 =
s∑
j=1
RjΞ j(z)
−1 (78)
which is a one sided partial fraction decomposition of Λ(z)Ξ(z)−1.
3.4. Interpolation and the Chinese remainder theorem
We conclude this section by clarifying the connection between tangential interpolation and the
Chinese remainder theorem. This is summed up in the following proposition. For the tensor notation
used, we refer to Fuhrmann and Helmke [15].
Proposition 3.2. We adopt the notations introduced in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 as well as the assumption
that the Ξi are row proper. Additionally, we deﬁne maps Vi : XΞi −→ XHi , i = 1, . . . , s, by
Vi
ξi
z − λi =
ηi
z − λi , (79)
and extend the deﬁnition by linearity. Then
1. The linear transformation Vi is an F[z]-homomorphism. There exist polynomial matrices Ti(z),
Si(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, satisfying the intertwining relation
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Ti(z)Ξi(z) = Hi(z)Si(z). (80)
Ti(z) and Si(z) are uniquely determined if we require Si(z)Ξi(z)
−1 to be strictly proper. In this case
Si(z) is a constant matrix of rank 1.
2. Deﬁne a map Zi : XIp⊗Ξ˜ i −→ XIp⊗Ξ˜i , with Q ∈ XIp⊗Ξ˜ i by
ZiQ = πIp⊗Ξ˜i(Ip ⊗ L˜i)Q = (QLiΞ−1i )−Ξi. (81)
The map Zi is an invertible F[z]-homomorphism. With Ri, Li(z) deﬁned in Theorem 3.3, we have
Si = ZiRi. (82)
3. Λ(z), given by (77), not only solves the tangential interpolation problem (49), but is at the same time
a solution to the problem raised in the Chinese remainder theorem, i.e. it is the unique element in
XIp⊗Ξ˜ for which
πIp⊗Ξ˜iΛ = Si, i = 1, . . . , s. (83)
Proof
1. That Vi is an F[z]-homomorphism is proved as in Theorem 3.2. The existence of Ti(z), Si(z) ∈
F[z]p×m follows from Theorem 2.7.
2. That Zi, deﬁned in (81) is an invertible homomorphism follows from the factorizations (58), the
right coprimeness of Ξi(z), Li(z) which is a result of our assumption that the Ξj are mutually
right coprime and the left coprimeness of Ξ i(z), Li(z) which is a consequence of (55).
3. From (57) it follows that, for j /= i, Lj(z)Ξi(z)−1 is a polynomial matrix. We use the expansion
(77) to compute
πI⊗Ξ˜iΛ = (ΛΞ−1i )−Ξi = ((
s∑
j=1
RjLj)Ξ
−1
i )−Ξi = Ri(LiΞ−1i )−Ξi
= ZiRi = Si. 
We interpret the {Si}si=1 as the interpolation data, whereas the {Ri}si=1 are the coefﬁcients of the
expansion of Λ(z) in the representation (77). This representation corresponds to the direct sum
XIp⊗Ξ˜ = ⊕si=1(Ip ⊗ L˜i)XIp⊗Ξ˜ i . (84)
The Ri are obtained from the Si by inverting the maps Zi, deﬁned in (81), using doubly coprime
factorizations.
3.5. Two sided Lagrange interpolation
Our next aim is to solve the two sided interpolation problem that arises by combining the one sided
interpolation constraints (49) and (50). It turns out that, under mild conditions, solving the two sided
tangential Lagrange interpolation problem is tantamount to solving two one sided tangential Lagrange
interpolation problems. Naturally we use both row and column vectors, therefore we shall use matrix
notation for these spaces.
Deﬁnition 3.2. The two sided tangential Lagrange interpolation problem:
Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm×1, ηi ∈ Fp×1, i = 1, . . . , s and μj ∈ F, ρj ∈ F1×p, σj ∈ F1×m, j = 1, . . . , t.
Further, we assume the two sets {λi|i = 1, . . . , s} and {μj|j = 1, . . . , t} are disjoint. Find Φ(z) ∈
F[z]p×m satisfying the interpolation conditions{
Φ(λi)ξi = ηi, i = 1, . . . , s,
ρjΦ(μj) = σj , j = 1, . . . , t. (85)
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Our approach to the solution of the interpolation problem is to reduce the problem to the solution
of s + t simpler problems. These are given by looking for polynomial matricesΦi(z),Ψi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m
that satisfy⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Φi(λi)ξi = ηi
Φi(λj)ξj = 0, j /= i
ρkΦi(μk) = 0, k = 1, . . . , t,
(86)
and ⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
ρiΨi(μi) = σi
ρjΨi(μj) = 0, j /= i
Ψi(λi)ξk = 0, k = 1, . . . , s.
(87)
We need to supplement the deﬁnitions given in (52) by deﬁning
XZi = span
{
ρi
z−μi
}
,
XZ = span
{
ρi
z−μi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , t} ,
XMi = span
{
ρj
z−μi
∣∣∣ j /= i} ,
XKi = span
{
σi
z−μi
}
,
XK = span
{
σi
z−μi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} .
(88)
In analogy with the factorizations (58), we have the existence of polynomial matrices Mi(z), Zi(z)
satisfying
Z(z) = Zj(z)Mj(z) = Mj(z)Zj(z), j = 1, . . . , t. (89)
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the polynomial matrices Ξ i(z), Ξ(z) are row proper
and Zj(z), Z(z) column proper.
We point out that elements of the rationalmodels appearing above have row vector form.We avoid
introducing different notation and trust the reader to understand the meaning from the context.
Theorem 3.4. We adopt the notation of Deﬁnition 3.2 and Eqs. (52) and (88). Assume the sets{
ξi
z−λi
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} and { ρi
z−μ
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , t} are linearly independent. Furthermore, we assume that
{λi}si=1 and {μj}tj=1 are distinct sets.
1. A solution Φi(z) to the interpolation problem (86) is uniquely determined if we require
Z(z)−1Φ(z)Ξ(z)−1 to be strictly proper, i.e. Φ(z) ∈ XZ(z)⊗Ξ˜(z).
2. (a) There exists a solution Φi(z) to the interpolation problem (86) having the representation
Φi(z) = Z(z)Ri(z)Li(z). (90)
The solution is unique if we require Ri(z)Ξ i(z)
−1 to be strictly proper. In this case, Ri(z) is
necessarily constant.
(b) There exists a solution Ψi(z) to the interpolation problem (87) having the representation
Ψi(z) = Mi(z)Ti(z)Ξ(z). (91)
The solution is unique if we require Zi(z)
−1Ti(z) to be strictly proper. In this case, Ti(z) is
necessarily constant.
3. There exists a solution Φ(z) of the two sided tangential polynomial interpolation problem, i.e. (85)
is satisﬁed. In terms of the polynomial matrices Φi(z) and Ψk(z), this solution can be expressed as
Φ(z) =
s∑
i=1
Φi(z) +
t∑
k=1
Ψk(z). (92)
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4. We have the following partial fraction decomposition
Z(z)−1Φ(z)Ξ(z)−1 =
s∑
i=1
RiΞ i(z)
−1 +
t∑
j=1
Zj(z)
−1Tj. (93)
Proof
1. Let Φ(i)(z), i = 1, 2, be two solutions of the 2-sided interpolation problem (85) for which
Z(z)−1Φ(i)(z)Ξ(z)−1 is strictly proper. Let Φ(z) = Φ(2)(z) − Φ(1)(z). Clearly, Φ(z) solves the
interpolation problem with homogeneous interpolation conditions.{
Φ(λi)ξi = 0, i = 1, . . . , s,
ρjΦ(μj) = 0, j = 1, . . . , t. (94)
The second set of conditions, ρjΦ(μj) = 0 implies a factorization Φ(z) = Z(z)A(z) for some
polynomial matrix A(z) ∈ F[z]p×m. From the ﬁrst set of interpolation conditions we get
Z(λi)A(λi)ξi = 0. Now, since the sets {λi|i = 1, . . . , s} and {μj|j = 1, . . . , t} are disjoint, Z(λi) is
invertible, which in turn implies A(λi)ξi = 0. This implies a factorization A(z) = R(z)Ξ(z), for
some R(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, hence
Φ(z) = Z(z)R(z)Ξ(z). (95)
NowR(z) = Z(z)−1Φ(z)Ξ(z)−1 isbothpolynomial andstrictlyproper,hencenecessarilyR(z) =
0 which implies Φ(z) = 0 and uniqueness is proved. That some constraints have to be im-
posed is clear, for without them we can always add Z(z)R(z)Ξ(z) to a solution to get another
one.
2. (a) Using Theorem 3.2, we infer the existence of Φi(z) having the representation Φi(z) =
R̂i(z)Li(z). The third condition in (86) and our assumption that the sets {λi}si=1 and {μj}tj=1
are distinct, imply the factorization R̂i(z) = Z(z)Ri(z), thus (90) follows. Note that, using
(90) and the factorizations (58), we have
Z(z)−1Φ(z)Ξ(z)−1 = Z(z)−1Z(z)Ri(z)Li(z)Ξ(z)−1 = Ri(z)Ξ i(z)−1.
(b) Follows from the previous part by duality.
3. Clearly, Φ(z), deﬁned by (92), solves the 2-sided interpolation problem (85).
4. Follows from (92). 
Note that the partial fraction decomposition (93) is a reﬂection of the direct sum representation
XZ(z)⊗Ξ˜(z) = XZ(z)⊗I ⊕ XI⊗Ξ˜(z), (96)
which in turn is a consequence of our assumption that {λi}si=1 and {μj}tj=1 are distinct sets. In this
connection, see Helmke and Fuhrmann [18] and Fuhrmann and Helmke [15].
We proceed now with tensored remainder computations. For the solution Φ(z) of the two sided
interpolation problem given by (85), we compute
πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)Φ(z) = πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)
⎛⎝ s∑
j=1
Φj(z) +
t∑
k=1
Ψk(z)
⎞⎠
=
⎛⎝ s∑
j=1
Φj(z)Ξi(z)
−1
⎞⎠
−
Ξi(z) +
⎛⎝ t∑
k=1
Ψk(z)Ξi(z)
−1
⎞⎠
−
Ξi(z).
By (91), as well as using the factorizations (58), we have, for all k = 1, . . . , t,
Ψk(z)Ξi(z)
−1 = Mk(z)Tk(z)Ξ(z)Ξi(z)−1 = Mk(z)Tk(z)Li(z),
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which shows that πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)
∑t
k=1 Ψk(z) = 0. Similarly, for j /= i, and using the fact that (88) implies
that Ξi(z) is a right factor of Li(z), we compute
πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜iΦj(z) = Z(z)(Z(z)−1Z(z)Rj(z)Lj(z)Ξi(z)−1)−Ξi(z) = 0.
Finally, we compute
πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)Φi(z) = πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)Z(z)Ri(z)Li(z)
= Z(z)(Z(z)−1Z(z)Ri(z)Li(z)Ξi(z)−1)−Ξi(z)
= Z(z)(Ri(z)Li(z)Ξi(z)−1)−Ξi(z)
= Z(z)Ai(z),
where Ai(z) ∈ XI⊗Ξ˜i(z).
In a symmetrical way, we can show that
πZk(z)⊗Ξ˜Q(z)Φ(z) = Bk(z), (97)
with Bk(z) ∈ XZk(z)⊗Ξ˜(z). These computations lead us to a two sided Chinese remainder theorem,
which we state, omitting the proof that follows the lines of the one sided theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let mutually right coprime Ξi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, i = 1, . . . , s, and mutually left coprime
Zi(z) ∈ F[z]p×p, k = 1, . . . , t be given. Let Ξ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξi(z)}si=1 and Z(z) = l.c.r.m.{Zk(z)}tk=1.
Further, we assume that detΞ(z) and det Z(z) are coprime polynomials. Then, given Ai(z) ∈ XZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)
and Bk(z) ∈ XZk(z)⊗Ξ˜(z), there exists a unique Φ(z) ∈ XZ(z)⊗Ξ˜(z) for which the following remainder
conditions are satisﬁed{
Ai(z) = πZ(z)⊗Ξ˜i(z)Φ(z).
Bk(z) = πZk(z)⊗Ξ˜(z)Φ(z). (98)
3.6. Tangential Newton interpolation
Sometimes, the interpolationdata is givenusnot at one timebut incrementally. Ifweuse Lagrangian
type interpolation, we have to restart the interpolation process ab initio every time. The Newtonian
approach, see van der Waerden [25], differs in philosophy and is not only adapted to recursive com-
putation but is also muchmore efﬁcient from the computational point of view. We sum this approach
in the following.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm, ηi ∈ Fp, i = 0, 1, . . . ,we deﬁne the tangential Newton interpo-
lation interpolation problem: Find polynomial matrices Λi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the interpolation
conditions
IC(i) : Λi(λj)ξj = ηj , 0 j i. (99)
Theorem 3.6. Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm, ηi ∈ Fp, we deﬁne
Ui = span
{
ξi
z−λi
}
, i 0,
Vi = span
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ 0 j i} , i 0,
Wi = span
{
ηj
z−λj
∣∣∣ 0 j i} , i 0.
(100)
We assume that for all i 0, the
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ 0 j i} are linearly independent. Then
1. There exist polynomial matrices Ξi(z), Ni(z) ∈ F[z]m×m, and Mi(z) ∈ F[z]p×p for which
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Ui = XΞi ,
Vi = XNi ,
Wi = XMi .
(101)
The polynomial matrices are uniquely determined up to a left unimodular factor.
2. Given0 /= ξ0 ∈ Fm,η0 ∈ Fp, letΞ0(z) ∈ F[z]m×m forwhichXΞ0 = span
{
ξ0
z−λ0
}
. Further, assume
without loss of generality thatΞ0(z) is row proper, with row degrees 1, 0, . . . , 0. Then there exists a
uniquely determined Λ0 ∈ Fp×m which satisﬁes the following two conditions:
(a) Λ0Ξ0(z)
−1 is strictly proper.
(b) Λ0ξ0 = η0.
3. Let 0 /= ξ ∈ Fm, η ∈ Fp,Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m be given and let Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m be such that XΞ =
span
{
ξ
z−λ
}
. We assume Ξ(z) is row proper. Then there exists a representation
Λ(z) = Λ0(z) + Λ1(z)Ξ(z), (102)
with Λ0(z) constant and Λ0Ξ(z)
−1 strictly proper. Moreover, we have
Λ0ξ = Λ(λ)ξ. (103)
4. Assume
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ j = 0, . . . , i} are linearly independent. Deﬁne maps Zi : Vi −→ Wi, i 0, by
Zi
ξj
z − λj =
ηj
z − λj , j = 0, . . . , i (104)
and taking a linear extension. Then there exist Γi(z),Λi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the intertwining
relations
Γi(z)Ni(z) = Mi(z)Λi(z). (105)
Λi(z) is uniquely deﬁned ifwe requireΛi(z)Ni(z)
−1 to be strictly proper. In termsof these polynomial
matrices, Zi is given by Zi = Λi(σ ).
5. Λi(z) so deﬁned satisﬁes the interpolation conditions Λi(λj)ξj = ηj , j = 1, . . . , i.
6. We have
Ni+1(z) = l.c.l.m.(Ni(z),Ξi+1(z)) (106)
and there exist polynomialmatrices Ni(z), Ξ i+1(z) ∈ F[z]m×m forwhichwe have the factorizations
Ni+1(z) = Ni(z)Ξi+1(z) = Ξ i+1(z)Ni(z) (107)
in which Ξi+1(z), Ni(z) are right coprime and Ni(z), Ξ i+1(z) are left coprime and Ξ i+1(z) is row
proper.
7. Assuming Ξ i(z) are row proper, there exist Ci ∈ Fp×m for which
Λi+1(z) = Λi(z) + CiNi(z). (108)
Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 is strictly proper if and only if CiΞ i+1(z)−1 is strictly proper. Furthermore, Ci is
a constant matrix of rank 1.
8. DeﬁneΛi(z) ∈ F[z]p×m inductively as follows. LetΛ0(z) be deﬁned by Part 2. Assuming we deﬁned
all Λj(z), 0 j i, we deﬁne
Λi+1(z) = Λi(z) + CiNi(z) (109)
with Ci the unique solution of
ηi+1 − Λi(λi+1)ξi+1 = CiNi(λi+1)ξi+1. (110)
Λi+1(z) so deﬁned satisﬁes the interpolation conditions Λi+1(λj)ξj = ηj , j = 1, . . . , i + 1.
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Proof
1. Since each rational function of the form
ξ
z−λ is an eigenfunction of the backward shift σ , all
subspaces deﬁned in (100) are ﬁnite dimensional σ -invariant subspaces, i.e. rational models, or
equivalently autonomous behaviors. Therefore they have the representations (101).
2. Clearly, the assumption of the linear independence of the
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ 0 j i} implies in particular
that ξ0 /= 0. Let X0 ∈ Fm×m be any nonsingular matrix whose ﬁrst column is equal to ξ0. Denote
by e the ﬁrst unit vector in Fm. Obviously, we have
ξ0 = X0e (111)
and hence that
ξ0
z−λ0 = X0 ez−λ0 . In turn, this implies
Ξ0(z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
z − λ0
0 1
. .
. .
. 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ X−10 .
We compute
Λ0Ξ0(z)
−1 = Λ0X0
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(z − λ0)−1
0 1
. .
. .
. 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
and hence the assumption of strict properness implies Λ0X0 = (y0 0 . . 0). By (111),
the ﬁrst column of X0 is ξ0, so Λ0ξ0 = η0 holds if and only if we take y0 = η0.
3. Λ0 in (102) is the remainder ofΛ(z) after right division byΞ(z), see Fuhrmann andHelmke [15].
As dim XΞ = 1 and Ξ(z) is assumed to be row proper, necessarily Λ0(z) is a constant matrix.
Using the representation (102) and the fact that XΞ = KerΞ(σ), we compute
Λ(σ)
ξ
z − λ = π−Λ(z)
ξ
z − λ = π−Λ0
ξ
z − λ + π−Λ1Ξ(z)
ξ
z − λ = Λ0
ξ
z − λ.
On the other hand, we have
Λ(σ)
ξ
z − λ = π−Λ(z)
ξ
z − λ = π−
Λ(z) − Λ(λ)
z − λ ξ + π−Λ(λ)
ξ
z − λ = Λ(λ)
ξ
z − λ.
Comparing the two computations, we obtain (103).
4. The maps Zi are F[z]-homomorphisms of rational models, hence, by Theorem 2.7, have these
representations.
5. Follows by applying Proposition 3.1.
6. The factorizations (107) follow from the direct sum representation
XNi+1 = XNi ⊕ XΞi+1 . (112)
The right coprimeness of Ξi+1(z), Ni(z) is a consequence of our assumption that
{
ξj
z−λj
∣∣∣ j =
0, . . . , i + 1
}
are linearly independent. The left coprimeness of Ni(z),Ξ i+1(z) comes from the
factorizations (106) and the fact that Ni+1(z) is the least common left multiple of Ξi+1(z) and
Ni(z).
7. The proof is by induction. For i = 0 we proved it in Part 2. Our induction hypothesis is that the
statement holds for i. We compute, using the factorizations (107),
Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 = (Λi(z) + CiNi(z))(Ξ i+1(z)Ni(z))−1
= (Λi(z)Ni(z)−1)Ξ i+1(z)−1 + CiΞ i+1(z)−1.
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By the induction hypothesis, Λi(z)Ni(z)
−1 is strictly proper and Ξ i+1(z) is row proper, hence
has a proper inverse. So Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 is strictly proper if and only if CiΞ i+1(z)−1 is. Since
deg detΞ i+1(z) = 1, Ci is necessarily of rank 1.
8. We prove the statement by induction. For i = 0, it follows from Part 2. We assume we have
constructed theΛj(z), j = 0, . . . , i for whichΛj(z)Nj(z)−1, 0 j i, are strictly proper and they
satisfy the interpolation constraints (99).
Clearly, Λi+1(z), deﬁned by (108), satisﬁes the interpolation constraints IC(j), j = 0, . . . , i. So, it
remains to choose Ci so that Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 is strictly proper and IC(i + 1) is satisﬁed. We
compute
Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 = Λi(z)Ni(z)−1Ξ i+1(z)−1 + Ci(z)Ξ i+1(z)−1.
The ﬁrst term on the right is strictly proper as, by the induction hypothesis,Λi(z)Ni(z)
−1 is and
Ξ i+1(z)−1 is proper by the fact that Ξ i+1(z) is row proper. Thus, Λi+1(z)Ni+1(z)−1 is strictly
proper if and only if Ci(z)Ξ i+1(z)−1 is. Since dim XΞ i+1 = dim XΞi+1 = 1, Ci(z) is necessarily a
rank 1 constant. The interpolation constraint IC(i + 1) reduces to
ηi+1 − Λi(λi+1)ξi+1 = Ci(Ni(λi+1)ξi+1). (113)
We apply now Part 2 to conclude that there exists a unique Ci for which (113) holds.
We show now that Ni(λi+1) ξi+1z−λi+1 ∈ XΞ i+1 . For this, we compute
Ξ i+1(z)Ni(λi+1)
ξi+1
z − λi+1
= Ξ i+1(z) − Ξ i+1(λi+1)
z − λi+1 Ni(λi+1)ξi+1 + Ξ i+1(λi+1)Ni(λi+1)
ξi+1
z − λi+1
= Ξ i+1(z) − Ξ i+1(λi+1)
z − λi+1 Ni(λi+1)ξi+1 + Ni+1(λi+1)
ξi+1
z − λi+1
= Ξ i+1(z) − Ξ i+1(λi+1)
z − λi+1 Ni(λi+1)ξi+1
and the right hand side is clearly polynomial. Note that Ni+1(λi+1)ξi+1 = 0 is a consequence of
ξi+1
z−λi+1 ∈ XNi+1 . 
3.7. Tangential Hermite interpolation
We proceed now to the study of higher order interpolation problems, where we are interested in
not only interpolating (directional) values of a polynomial matrix, but also in the values of higher
coefﬁcients. Such problems, as we shall see, are close to the Chinese remainder theorem. These
problems have a long history and come under different names. In Ball et al. [3], they are referred
to as (bi-)tangential Lagrange–Sylvester interpolation problems. In Fuhrmann [11], they are referred
to as Hermite interpolation, which is the terminology we shall use in this paper. Other papers prefer
a neutral terminology as for example in Antoulas et al. [2] or Gallivan et al. [17]. As in the analysis of
Lagrange interpolation, we will ﬁrst deal with polynomial Hermite interpolation and take that as the
starting point for the study of rational Hermite interpolation.
To take full advantage of the theory of polynomial and rational models, see Fuhrmann [8], we shall
slightly modify the deﬁnition used by Ball et al. and replace it by an equivalent one, more in line with
the polynomial techniques we employ. This can be considered as an extension of Deﬁnition 3.1 to
higher order interpolation problems.
Before proceeding, we introduce a convenient notation. Given a polynomial vector ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m,
having a local expansion, at z = λ, of the form ξ(z) = ∑nj−1 ξj(z − λ)j−1, we deﬁne
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ξ

λ(z) = (z − λ)−nξ(z) =
n∑
j−1
ξj(z − λ)−n+j−1 ∈ z−1F[[z−1]]m. (114)
With this, we can deﬁne higher order tangential interpolation.
Deﬁnition 3.4
1. The right tangential Hermite interpolation problem:
Given λi ∈ F, ξi(z) ∈ F[z]m×1, ηi(z) ∈ F[z]p×1, and with ξi (z), ηi (z) deﬁned by (114), ﬁnd
Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the interpolation conditions
RTHIP : π−Λ(z)ξλi(z) = ηλi(z), i = 1, . . . , s. (115)
2. The left tangential Hermite interpolation problem:
Given λi ∈ F, ρi(z) ∈ F[z]1×p, σi(z) ∈ F[z]1×m and with ρi (z), σi (z) deﬁned by (114), ﬁnd a
polynomial matrix Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the interpolation conditions
LTHIP : π−ρλi(z)Λ(z) = σλi(z), i = 1, . . . , t. (116)
As was the case when we analyzed ﬁrst order tangential interpolation, we want to recast the
interpolaton conditions in terms of model homomorphisms of rational models. As noted before, the
rational models use for expressing the high order interpolation data are best described as ranges
of corresponding Hankel operators. We recall that for any G(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, the Hankel operator HG :
F[z]m −→ z−1F[[z−1]]p is deﬁned by
HGf = π−Gf , f ∈ F[z]m. (117)
The functional equation of the Hankel operator, namely σHG = HGS+, with S+, σ given by (6) and
(7) respectively, implies that ImHG is σ -invariant. By a result that goes back to Kronecker, it is ﬁnite
dimensional if and only if G(z) is rational. A ﬁnite dimensional, σ -invariant subspace is a rational
model, hence has a representation XR for some nonsingular polynomial matrix R(z). Thus, starting
with a polynomial vector ξ(z), we associate with it the cyclic rational model ImHξ . We can now
extend Proposition 3.1 to obtain.
Proposition 3.3. Letλ ∈ F,Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×1, η(z) ∈ F[z]p×1 begiven,withdeg ξ(z) =
n − 1, deg η(z) n − 1 and assume the polynomials have the local expansions⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Λ(z) = ∑j 0 Λj(z − λ)j ,
ξ(z) = ∑nj=1 ξj(z − λ)j−1,
η(z) = ∑nj=1 ηj(z − λ)j−1.
(118)
1. With ξ(z) and η(z) deﬁned by (114), the images of the Hankel operators Hξ and Hη are rational
models having the representations
XΞ = ImH
ξ

λ
,
XH = ImH
η

λ
,
(119)
where Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m and H(z) ∈ F[z]p×p are nonsingular and uniquely determined up to a left
unimodular factor.
2. Deﬁning a map Λ(σ) : XΞ −→ XH by
π−Λ(z)σ jξλ(z) = σ jηλ(z), (120)
then Λ(σ) extends to an F[z] model homomorphism.
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3. The interpolation conditions (115) are satisﬁed if and only if⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Λi0 0 . . 0
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . 0
Λini . . . Λi0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ξi1
.
.
.
ξini
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ηi1
.
.
.
ηini
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , i = 1, . . . , s. (121)
Proof
1. Clearly, ImH
ξ

λ
is a linear subspace of z−1F[[z−1]]m. The functional equation of the Hankel oper-
ator shows that it is σ -invariant. Finally, the rationality of ξ

λ(z) implies that ImHξλ
is ﬁnite di-
mensional, hence a rationalmodel or, equivalently, an autonomous behavior. The representation
(119) follows from the representation of rational models.
2. This is self-evident.
3. Follows, by a straightforward computation, from (115), using the local expansions (118). 
We proceed to extend Theorem 3.2 to cover higher order interpolation. We consider only the case
of right tangential, high order interpolation problem, as the other case follows from it by duality. The
proof, modulo the fact that we use rational models of higher dimensions, follows the line of proof of
Theorem 3.2 and we omit it.
Theorem 3.7. Let λi ∈ F, ξi(z) ∈ F[z]m, ηi(z) ∈ F[z]p, i = 1, . . . , s.
1. (a) Assume ξi(z) = ∑nij=1 ξij(z − λi)j−1 and deg ξi(z) = ni − 1, i.e. ξini /= 0. Let ξλi(z) ∈
z−1F[[z−1]]m be deﬁned by (114). Then Vi deﬁned by
Vi = ImHξλi = span{σ
kξ

λi
(z)|k 0} (122)
is a rationalmodel, having the representationVi = XΞi for somenonsingularΞi(z) ∈ F[z]m×m
which is unique up to a left unimodular factor. Moreover, we have
dim Vi = deg detΞi(z) = ni. (123)
(b) Similarly, if ηi(z) = ∑nij=1 ηij(z − λi)j−1, then ηλi(z) ∈ z−1F[[z−1]]p and there exist non-
singular polynomialmatricesi(z),(z) ∈ F[z]m×m forwhichXi = span{σ kηi (z)|k 0}.
2. There exist nonsingular polynomial matrices Hi(z),Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m for which
XHi = ∑j /=i ImHξλj (z) = span{σ kξλj(z)|k 0, j /= i},
XΞ = ∑sj=1 ImHξλj (z) = span{σ kξλi(z)|k 0, i = 1, . . . , s}.
(124)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the polynomial matrices Ξi(z), Hi(z),Ξ(z), are row
proper.
3. We have the representation
XΞ = XΞ1 + · · · + XΞs (125)
and
Ξ(z) = l.c.l.m.{Ξi(z)}si=1. (126)
We have the direct sum representation
XΞ = XΞ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ XΞs (127)
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if and only if the {Ξi(z)}si=1 are mutually right coprime and
n = deg detΞ(z) =
s∑
i=1
deg detΞi(z) =
s∑
i=1
ni. (128)
The {Ξi(z)}si=1 are mutually right coprime if and only if, for all i = 1, . . . , s, we have the right
coprimeness of Ξi(z) and Hi(z).
4. Assuming the {Ξi(z)}si=1 are mutually right coprime, construct a mapW : XΞ −→ X by deﬁning
Wξλi(z) = ηλi(z), i = 1, . . . , s (129)
and extending it by linearity. ThenW is a well deﬁned F[z]-module homomorphism, i.e. it satisﬁes
WSΞ = SW. (130)
5. There exist polynomial matrices Γ (z),Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m satisfying the intertwining relation
Γ (z)Ξ(z) = (z)Λ(z). (131)
The mapW has the representation
Wh = Λ(σ)h = π−Λh, h ∈ XΞ . (132)
6. Λ(z) so deﬁned solves the right tangential Hermite interpolation problem, i.e. (115) is satisﬁed.
Λ(z) is uniquely deﬁned if we impose the additional requirement thatΛ(z)Ξ(z)−1 is strictly proper.
It is clear that we can approach higher order interpolation problems using an extension of the
Newton-like method, i.e. a recursive algorithm. With the knowledge we have accumulated, this ex-
tension is fairly easy and we shall skip the details.
4. Tangential rational interpolation
From the system theoretic point of the view, it may be even of greater interest to study the tan-
gential interpolation problem using rational matrix functions rather than tangential interpolation by
polynomial matrices. Our analysis will be on several levels.We begin by formally introducing the right
tangential rational interpolation problem and proceed to parametrize all its solutions.
4.1. First order tangential interpolation
While there is no problemwith deﬁning polynomial tangential interpolation, the deﬁnition of tan-
gential interpolationbyrational functions (in themulti-input/multi-outputcase), requires clariﬁcation.
Extending (49) to the rational case suggests that, with the same interpolation data as in Deﬁnition 3.1,
the right interpolation is
T(λi)ξi = ηi, i = 1, . . . , s. (133)
However, writing the interpolation conditions in this way presupposes that T(λi) is well deﬁned.
There is a problem with this deﬁnition, which assumes the rational function T(z) to be well deﬁned
at the interpolation points. However, a moment’s reﬂection shows that a solution of the rational
functionmay have a pole at an interpolation point and still be a solution of the tangential interpolation
problem. A simple example is the following, with the interpolation conditionΛ(0)
(
1
0
)
=
(
3
0
)
. Clearly,
Λ(z) =
(
3 b
0 d
)
is a minimal degree, polynomial solution. One can check directly that T(z) =), with
δ /= 0, is a McMillan degree 1, proper, rational solution which has a pole at the interpolation point
z = 0.
Thus, it seems better suited to replace the interpolation conditions (133) by
(Tξi)(λi) = ηi, i = 1, . . . , s. (134)
This has the advantage that the rational function T(z)ξi(z) is well deﬁned andmay have awell deﬁned
value at z = λi without necessarily assuming that T(z) has no pole at λi. This can be further improved,
by utilizing left coprime factorizations, in order to reduce (134) to a polynomial condition.
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This leads us to the following deﬁnition of the rational tangential interpolation problem.
Deﬁnition 4.1
1. Right tangential Lagrange rational interpolation problem (RTRIP):
Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm×1, ηi ∈ Fp×1, i = 1, . . . , s, we say that T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m, having the left
coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z), (135)
is a weak solution of the interpolation problem if it satisﬁes
Q(λi)ηi = P(λi)ξi, i = 1, . . . , s. (136)
We say that T(z) is a strong solution, or just a solution of the interpolation problem if it satisﬁes
(136) and Q(λi) is nonsingular for all i.
2. Left tangential Lagrange rational interpolation problem (LTRIP):
Givenμi ∈ F, ρi ∈ F1×p, σi ∈ F1×m, i = 1, . . . , t, we say that T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m having the right
coprime factorization
T(z) = P(z)Q(z)−1, (137)
is a weak solution of the interpolation problem if it satisﬁes the interpolation constraints
σiQ(λi) = ρiP(λi), i = 1, . . . , t. (138)
We say that T(z) is a strong solution, or just a solution of the interpolation problem if it satisﬁes
(138) and Q(λi) is nonsingular for all i.
If in (136) the vectors ηi are all zero, we say that we have homogeneous interpolation conditions.
Clearly, if we have two rational solutions of the right tangential nonhomogeneous interpolation prob-
lem (136), their difference is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous interpolation problem.
Similarly, a sum of a solution to the nonhomogeneous problem and a solution to the homogeneous
problem is a solution to the nonhomogeneous problem. This trivial observation provides the key to the
parametrization of all solutions. This is based on the fact that one solution to the nonhomogeneous
problem is already known to us, namely the polynomial solution worked out in Section 3.
Theorem 4.1. Let λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm, ηi ∈ Fp, i = 1, . . . , s be given. Deﬁne nonsingular polynomial ma-
trices Θi(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m), Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m by
XΘi = KerΘi(σ ) = span
(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)
,
XΘ = KerΘ(σ) = span
{(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}
,
XΞ = KerΞ(σ) = span
{(
ξi
z−λi
)∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s} .
(139)
Assume further that Θ(z) has the block decomposition
Θ(z) =
(
Θ11(z) Θ12(z)
Θ21(z) Θ22(z)
)
(140)
which is compatible with the vectors
(
ξi
ηi
)
. Then
1. LetΛ(z) be a solution of the right tangential polynomial interpolation problem (49) and letΞ(z) be
deﬁned by (139). Then Θ(z) deﬁned by
Θ(z) =
(
Ξ(z) 0
−Λ(z) I
)
(141)
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satisﬁes
XΘ = span
{(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}
. (142)
Any other Θ(z) satisfying (139) differs from Θ(z) by a left unimodular factor.
2. Any Θ(z) deﬁned by (139), has a left prime submatrix comprised of p of its rows.
3. A necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a rational function W(z) ∈ F(z)p×m to satisfy
W(λi)ξi = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, (143)
is the existence of a rational function G(z) ∈ F(z)p×m having the coprime factorizations
G(z) = D(z)−1N(z) = N(z)D(z)−1 (144)
for which
(a) we have the factorization
W(z) = G(z)Ξ(z). (145)
(b) D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime.
4. AssumeΛ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m is a polynomial solution of RTIP (49). Then any solution T(z) of the rational
right tangential interpolation problem (133) has the representation
T(z) = Λ(z) + G(z)Ξ(z) (146)
where G(z) ∈ F(z)p×m admits the coprime factorizations (144) and D(z), Ξ(z) are left coprime.
5. LetΘ(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m) be deﬁned by (141). The rational function T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m having the
left coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) (147)
solves the weak right tangential Lagrange rational interpolation problem if and only if there exist
polynomial matrices N(z), D(z) for which
D(z)−1N(z) = N(z)D(z)−1 (148)
are coprime factorizations, D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime and we have(−P(z) Q(z)) = (−N(z) D(z)) ( Ξ(z) 0−Λ(z) I
)
= (−(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)) D(z)) (149)
and
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) = D(z)−1(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)). (150)
6. Let Θ(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m) be deﬁned by (139). A necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the ra-
tional function T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m to be a strong solution of the right tangential Lagrange rational
interpolation problem is the existence of left coprime polynomial matrices N1(z), N2(z) for which
det(−N1(λi)Θ12(λi) + N2(λi)Θ22(λi)) /= 0 (151)
and we have the following representation
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z)
= (−N1(z)Θ12(z) + N2(z)Θ22(z))−1(N1(z)Θ11(z) − N2(z)Θ21(z)). (152)
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Proof
1. To see this note ﬁrst that
Θ(σ)
(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)
=
(
Ξ(z) 0
−Λ(z) I
)( ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)
=
⎛⎝ Ξ(λi)ξiz−λi
ηi−Λ(λi)ξi
z−λi
⎞⎠ = (0
0
)
.
This implies the inclusion
span
{(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}
⊂ KerΘ(σ) = XΘ. (153)
However, as we have deg detΘ(z) = deg detΞ(z) = s, and, by the assumed linear indepen-
dence of the
ξi
z−λi , it follows that
dim span
{(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}
= s.
Hence we have (142).
2. AnyΘ(z) satisfying (139) can be written asΘ(z) = U(z)Θ(z)for some unimodular polynomial
matrix U(z). Left action by a unimodular polynomial matrix is equivalent to the application of
a ﬁnite number of elementary row operations. Clearly, the submatrix comprising of the last p
rows ofΘ(z) is left prime, i.e. has a polynomial right inverse.We show now that elementary row
operations leave a submatrix comprising p rows left prime. This is obvious for row permutations
and for multiplying a row by a nonzero constant.
To prove that the operation of adding a polynomial multiple of a row to another row leaves p
rows left prime, we argue as follows. First, we note that right multiplication by a unimodular
polynomial matrix does not affect the left primeness of a block of p rows. Thus, without loss of
generality, we can assume that
Θ(z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 . . . 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 θp+1,p+1(z) . . . θp+1,p+m(z)
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 . . . 0 θp+m,p+1(z) . . . θp+m,p+m(z)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Clearly, adding a multiple of one of the last m rows to one of the ﬁrst p rows preserves the left
primeness.
3. Assume there exists G(z) ∈ F(z)p×m having the coprime factorizations (144) and satisﬁes con-
ditions 3a–3b. We compute
W(λi)ξi = D(λi)−1N(λi)Ξ(λi)ξi = N(λi)D(λi)−1Ξ(λi)ξi = 0
as Ξ(λi)ξi = 0 and there are no zero-pole cancelations.
Conversely, assume W(z) has the left coprime factorization W(z) = D(z)−1M(z) and satisﬁes
(143). Hence, we haveD(λi)
−1M(λi)ξi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , swhich impliesM(λi)ξi = 0. Using
Theorem3.2, this implies KerM(σ ) ⊃ KerΞ(σ) and hence the factorizationM(z) = N(z)Ξ(z).
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Thus (145) holds with G(z) = D(z)−1N(z). Clearly, the left coprimeness of D(z), M(z) implies
that of D(z), N(z). Let N(z)D(z)−1 be a right coprime factorization of W(z). We show now the
necessity of the coprimeness condition 3b. The right coprimeness of N(z), D(z) implies the
existence of polynomial matrices X(z), Y(z) for which X(z)N(z) + Y(z)D(z) = I. In turn, we
have X(z)W(z) + Y(z)Ξ(z) = X(z)N(z)D(z)−1Ξ(z) + Y(z)Ξ(z) = D(z)−1Ξ(z). Using (143)
and the deﬁnition of Ξ(z) we have, for all i = 1, . . . , s, D(λi)−1Ξ(λi)ξi = X(λi)W(λi)ξi +
Y(λi)Ξ(λi)ξi = 0. This shows the left coprimeness of D(z),Ξ(z).
4. Under our assumptions, T(z) − Λ(z) is a rational function that satisﬁes (T(λi) − Λ(λi))ξi = 0.
Applying Part 2, the representation (146) follows.
5. Assume T(z), having the left coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) (154)
is a rational function satisfying the right interpolation conditions (136). The interpolation con-
straints (133) can be rewritten as
Q(λi)ηi − P(λi)ξi = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, (155)
or alternatively, as
(−P(σ ) Q(σ )) ( ξiz−λiηi
z−λi
)
= 0. (156)
In turn, this implies the inclusion Ker (−P(σ ) Q(σ )) ⊃ Ker
(
Ξ(σ) 0
−Λ(σ) I
)
. So there exist poly-
nomial matrices N(z), D(z) such that(−P(z) Q(z)) = (−N(z) D(z)) ( Ξ(z) 0−Λ(z) I
)
= (−(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)) D(z)) . (157)
This implies that D(z) = Q(z) is nonsingular. The left primeness of (−P(z) Q(z)) implies that
of
(−N(z) D(z)) and we have
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) = D(z)−1(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)) = Λ(z) + D(z)−1N(z)Ξ(z)
= Λ(z) + N(z)D(z)−1Ξ(z). (158)
Using Part 2, we conclude that necessarily D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime.
Conversely, assume there exist polynomialmatricesN(z), D(z)having the coprime factorizations
(148) and such that D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime and (149) holds. We check now that the interpo-
lation conditions (136) are satisﬁed. Indeed, using the fact that Ξ(λi)ξi = 0 and Λ(λi)ξi = ηi,
we have
(−P(λi) Q(λi)) (ξiηi
)
= (−N(λi) D(λi)) ( Ξ(λi) 0−Λ(λi) I
)(
ξi
ηi
)
= (−(N(λi)Ξ(λi) + D(λi)Λ(λi)) D(λi)) (ξiηi
)
= −N(λi)Ξ(λi)ξi − D(λi)Λ(λi)ξi + D(λi)ηi
= −D(λi)ηi + D(λi)ηi = 0.
6. Assume T(z) is a rational function having the left coprime factorization (154), satisﬁes the right
interpolation conditions (133) and let Θ(z) be deﬁned by (139). The interpolation constraints
(133) can be rewritten as (155) or, alternatively, as (156) have the block decomposition (140).
This implies the inclusion Ker(−P(σ ) Q(σ )) ⊃ Ker
(
Θ11(z) Θ12(z)
Θ21(z) Θ22(z)
)
. Hence, there exist
polynomial matrices N1(z), N2(z) such that
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(−P(z) Q(z)) = (−N1(z) N2(z)) (Θ11(z) Θ12(z)Θ21(z) Θ22(z)
)
= (−N1(z)Θ11(z) + N2(z)Θ21(z) −N1(z)Θ12(z) + N2(z)Θ22(z))
(159)
which in turn implies (152). Clearly, T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) solves the RTRIP.
For it to be a strong solution, we need to ensure that T(z) has no poles at the points λi, i.e. it is
necessary that (151) holds.
Conversely, assume that T(z) is deﬁned by (152) and condition (151) is satisﬁed. Note that
(151) implies the nonsingularity of the polynomial matrix −N1(z)Θ11(z) + N2(z)Θ21(z). By
the deﬁnition of Θ(z), we have(
0
0
)
=
(
Θ11(σ ) Θ12(σ )
Θ21(σ ) Θ22(σ )
)( ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)
= 1
z − λi
(
Θ11(λi) Θ12(λi)
Θ21(λi) Θ22(λi)
)(
ξi
ηi
)
.
This implies that
0 = (−N1(λi) N2(λi)) (Θ11(λi) Θ12(λi)Θ21(λi) Θ22(λi)
)(
ξi
ηi
)
= (−N1(λi)Θ11(λi) + N2(λi)Θ21(λi) −N1(λi)Θ12(λi) + N2(λi)Θ22(λi)) (ξiηi
)
In turn, this implies T(λi)ξi = ηi for i = 1, . . . , s. Condition (151) guarantees that T(z) has no
poles at the points λi, i = 1, . . . , s, i.e. it is a strong solution of the interpolation problem. 
Note that from (159) we infer
P(z) = N1(z)Θ11(z) − N2(z)Θ21(z), (160)
which is a polynomial Bezout–Sylvester equation, see Fuhrmann and Helmke [15].
Eq. (158) is a key ingredient in characterizing strictly proper solutions. Setting G(z) = D(z)−1N(z),
and assuming that Q(z)−1P(z) is strictly proper, (158) implies
Λ(z) = π+G(z)Ξ(z), (161)
which is a Hankel-like equation. Here Λ(z) and Ξ(z) are considered as knowns and we look for a
strictly proper, rational G(z) that satisﬁes (161).
The representations (150) and (152) are effectively parametrizations of all weak and strong rational
solutions of the right tangential Lagrange rational interpolation problem (133). The representation is
analogous but not equal to the parametrization obtained in Antoulas et al. [2]who treat only the strong
interpolation problem. Note that in that paper, right matrix fractions are used contrary to left matrix
fractions used in the present paper.
Note also that the assumption (3.6b) in Antoulas et al. [2] is sufﬁcient but not necessary. In fact,
as we have already seen, a rational function may have a pole at an interpolation point and still be a
solution of the tangential interpolation problem.
Another remark concerning Antoulas et al. [2] is in regard to their Lemma 3.10 which is crucial for
dealing with complexity issues. Essentially, the lemma is left unproven. However the hints to a proof
indicate the implicit assumption that the underlying ﬁeld is inﬁnite. No such assumption is made in
the present paper.
4.2. Complexity issues
Theorem4.1 gives a full parametrization of all solutions to the right tangential rational interpolation
problem, where the free parameter is a rational function given in terms of coprime factorizations that
satisﬁes mild coprimeness conditions. It is natural, in the algebraic setting that we use, to characterize
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subsets of all solutions that satisfy some additional degree constraints. The natural degree for a rational
function is the McMillan degree.
Thus, given a rational function T(z) ∈ F[z]p×m, having the coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z), (162)
then the McMillan degree δ(T) is deﬁned by
δ(T) = dim X(Q(z) P(z)) (163)
where, for R(z) ∈ F[z]p×m,
XR = dim{f ∈ F[z]p|f (z) = R(z)h(z), h(z) ∈ z−1F[[z−1]]m}. (164)
Spaces of this type were introduced in Emre and Hautus [5] as generalizations of polynomial models.
It is well known, see Fuhrmann et al. [16], that δ(R) is equal to the sum of the row indices of R(z),
i.e. to the sum of the row degrees of any row reduced matrix obtained from R(z) by elementary row
operations. Note that we do not require that the rational function is proper to deﬁne the McMillan
degree.
We pass on to deal with the question of parametrizing the set of all solutions to the tangen-
tial interpolation problem when we impose extra constraints like minimal complexity or ﬁnding
and parametrizing proper interpolants of minimal McMillan degree. The key to this study is the
parametrization of the set of all interpolants given by (152). This parametrization uses the polynomial
matrix Θ(z), deﬁned by (139), of which Θ(z), deﬁned by (141), is a special case. These polynomial
matrices incorporate all the interpolation data in a convenient form. However,Θ(z) is only deﬁned up
to a left unimodular factor. Thus we can use this freedom to reduce Θ(z) to a canonical form which is
appropriate for the interpolation problem. The form is the Kronecker–Hermite canonical form which
is an elaboration of the reduction of a polynomial matrix to row or column reduced forms. This was
studied ﬁrst, at least in the control and systems area, by Forney [7], Wolovich [29] and Eckberg [4]. For
the canonical forms aspects, see also Hinrichsen and Prätzel-Wolters [19] as well as Fuhrmann and
Helmke [14]. In this paper we are interested in the reduction of a polynomial matrix to row proper
form. The row degrees of a row reduced polynomial matrix are uniquely determined and will be
referred to as the row indices. In case there are several rows with the same row degrees, we have the
extra freedom of applying constant elementary row operations on the set of rows having the same
row degrees. Moreover, we have row permutations at our disposal which allows us to order rows in a
particular way. We proceed to introduce the Kronecker–Hermite canonical form.
Deﬁnition 4.2 GivenD(z) ∈ F[z]m×m,whichweassumetobenonsingular,with rowsgivenbyDi(z) =
(di1(z), . . . , dim(z) ), let νi = deg Di(z) and assume that ν1  · · · νm. We say that D(z) is in row
Kronecker–Hermite canonical form if there exists a uniquely determined permutation (j1, . . . , jm) of
(1, . . . , m) such that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
1. diji(z) is monic of degree νi = deg Di(z)
2. We have
deg dkji < νi, k /= i (165)
3. We have
j > ji ⇒ deg dij < νi. (166)
Inparticular, theνi are the (unordered) rowdegrees of any rowreducedpolynomialmatrix obtained
from D(z) by elementary row operations. This canonical form is uniquely determined.
The basic result is that any nonsingular polynomial matrix D(z) can be reduced to row Kronecker–
Hermite canonical form by left multiplication by a unimodular matrix. As noted above, this can be
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extended to full row rank rectangular polynomial matrices. In the Kronecker–Hermite form, the row
degrees are ordered in increasing order.
Theorem 4.2 Given λi ∈ F, ξi ∈ Fm, ηi ∈ Fp, i = 1, . . . , s, deﬁne the nonsingular polynomial matrix
Θ(z) ∈ F[z](m+p)×(m+p) as in (139). AssumeΘ(z) is in row Kronecker–Hermite canonical form, with the
row degrees ordered in increasing order, ν1  · · · νm+p. Let ρ1 < · · · < ρp be row indices of a subblock
of p rows of Θ(z) such that ν∗ = ∑pj=1νρj is minimal. (There may be several different choices of such
subblocks). The rational function T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) ∈ F(z)p×m solves theminimal complexity, (strong)
right tangential rational interpolation problem if and only if there exist a constantmatrix K = (K1 K2) =
(kij) ∈ F[z]p×(m+p) with kij = δρi j such that(−P(z) Q(z)) = (K1 K2) (Θ11(z) Θ12(z)Θ21(z) Θ22(z)
)
= ((K1Θ11(z) + K2Θ21(z)) (K1Θ12(z) + K2Θ22(z)).) (167)
Proof Note that as the block comprising the last p columns ofΘ(z), deﬁned by (141), is right prime, so
is the corresponding block ofΘ(z) obtained from it by left multiplication by a unimodular polynomial
matrix. Therefore, with the block decomposition (140) there exist polynomial matrices K1(z), K2(z)
for which (K1(z)Θ12(z) + K2(z)Θ22(z)) is nonsingular. Note also that, by Theorem 4.1, there exists al
least one p × (m + p) subblock of Θ(z) which is left prime. 
We point out that while Theorem 4.2 allows us to extract from the parametrizations obtained in
Theorem 4.1 solutions of minimal complexity, there is no guarantee that these solutions are proper.
The question of the existence and parametrization of proper solutions still needs to be clariﬁed.
4.3. High order tangential interpolation
The same techniques employed for the solution of the right tangential Lagrange rational interpo-
lation problem (RTRIP) can be employed for higher order rational interpolation. This problem has
been deﬁned and treated in Gallivan et al. [17]. We shall replace the deﬁnition of the problem used
in that paper by an equivalent one, more in line with the polynomial techniques used in the present
paper.
Before formalizing what wemean by high order rational interpolation, we shortly discuss what we
mean by high order zero direction.We noted already that, in the case of rational matrices, it is possible
to have a zero and a pole at a given point λ. We say T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m has a pole of order π > 0 at λ if
it has an expansion
T(z) =
∞∑
j=−π
Tj(z − λ)j , (168)
T−π /= 0. We say that a polynomial vector x(z) ∈ F(z)m, having the local expansion
x(z) = ∑
j=0
xj(z − λ)j , (169)
deﬁnes a right zero direction for T(z) of order t > 0 if x(λ) = x0 /= 0 and T(z)x(z) has a zero of order
t at λ. Equivalently stated, we have
π−T(z)(z − λ)−tx(z) = 0. (170)
This condition can be restated in terms of the coefﬁcients of the Laurent and Taylor expansions of T(z)
and x(z) around the point λ. In matrix form, assuming T(z) has a pole of order π at λ, the condition
(170) can be written as
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
T−π 0
T−π+1 T−π .
. . . .
. . . . 0
T−1 . . . T−π
T0 T−1 . . T−π+1 T−π
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
Tt−1 . . . T0 T−1 T−π
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x0
.
.
.
xπ−1
xπ
.
.
.
xt+π−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(171)
If T(z) has no pole at z = λ, then these conditions simplify to⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
T0
. .
. . .
. . . .
Tt−1 . . . T0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x0
.
.
.
xt−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
.
.
.
0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (172)
First we note that, in case T(z) has a pole at λ, then more conditions are required to ensure that T(z)
has a zero of order t in the direction of x(z). That means that x(z) is a polynomial of degree t + π − 1.
Noting that for x(z), deﬁned by (169), we have
x(z)(z − λ)−ni =
ni−1∑
j=0
xj(z − λ)−ni+j =
ni−1∑
j=0
ξj(z − λ)−(j+1) = (z − λ)−1ξ((z − λ)−1),
(173)
where, with ξj = xn−j , the polynomial vector ξ(z) is deﬁned by
ξ(z) =
n−1∑
j=0
ξj(z − λ)j. (174)
Deﬁnition 4.3
1. Right tangential Hermite rational interpolation problem (HORTRIP):
Given λi ∈ F, ξi(z) ∈ F[z]m×1, ηi(z) ∈ F[z]p×1, i = 1, . . . , s, with deg ξi(z) = deg ηi(z) = ni −
1, let ξ

λi
(z) and η

λi
(z) be deﬁned by (114), ﬁnd T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m, that satisﬁes
π−
(
T(z)ξ

λi
(z) − ηλi(z)
)
= 0, (175)
for all i = 1, . . . , s.
2. Left tangential Hermite interpolation problem (HOLTRIP):
Givenμj ∈ F, ρj(z) ∈ F[z]1×p, σj(z) ∈ F[z]1×m, j = 1, . . . , t,withdeg ρj(z) = deg σj(z) = nj −
1, ﬁnd T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m, for which
π−
(
ρμj(z)T(z) − σμj(z)
)
= 0, (176)
for all j = 1, . . . , t.
Clearly, this is a direct generalization of Deﬁnition 4.1.
As before, our method for the solution of the rational interpolation problem is by reduction to the
solution of the polynomial interpolation problem, and that is, for our purposes, given by Theorem 3.7.
However, the theorem we want to extend to high order interpolation is Theorem 4.1. This theorem
uses left coprime factorizations of the interpolating function T(z). Thus our ﬁrst aim is to translate
the interpolation constraints to purely polynomial terms. To do this, we assume T(z) satisﬁes the
interpolation constraints (175) and has
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Proposition 4.1. Let T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m have the left coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z). (177)
Then
1. T(z) satisﬁes the interpolation constraints (175) if and only if there exist polynomial vectors ri(z) ∈
F[z]p for which
Q(z)−1P(z)ξλi(z) + ri(z) = ηλi(z). (178)
2. In terms of the expansion coefﬁcients of ξi, ηi, P(z), Q(z), the interpolation conditions can be written
as ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
P0 . . . Pni
. . . .
. . .
. .
P0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ξ
(i)
0
.
.
.
ξ
(i)
ni
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Q0 . . . Qni
. . . .
. . .
. .
Q0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
η
(i)
0
.
.
.
η
(i)
ni
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (179)
Proof
1. This is obvious.
2. Multiplying equation (178) by (z − λ)niQ(z), we obtain
P(z)ξ

λi
(z) + (z − λ)niQ(z)ri(z) = Q(z)ηλi(z). (180)
We next apply the projection π(z−λ)ni , to this equality to get
π(z−λ)ni P(z)ξλi(z) = π(z−λ)ni Q(z)ηλi(z). (181)
In terms of the coefﬁcients of ξ

λi
(z), η

λi
(z), this can be written in matrix form as (179). 
We proceed to introduce the rational models that replace in this setup those deﬁned by (139). This
is best done using appropriate Hankel operators. Given the interpolation data as in Deﬁnition 4.3, we
deﬁne Hankel operators H
ξ

λi
: F[z] −→ z−1F[[z−1]]m, H
η

λi
: F[z] −→ z−1F[[z−1]]p, and H⎛⎝ ξλi
η

λi
⎞⎠ :
F[z] −→ z−1F[[z−1]]p+m, for f ∈ F[z], by⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
H
ξ

λi
f = π−ξλi f
H
η

λi
f = π−ηλi f
H⎛⎝ ξλi
η

λi
⎞⎠f = π−
⎛⎝ξλi
η

λi
⎞⎠ f . (182)
The image of aHankel operatorHG with a rational symbolG(z) is a rationalmodel of the formX
D where
D(z) is a nonsingular polynomial matrix arising from a left coprime factorization G(z) = D(z)−1N(z).
Thus it is uniquely deﬁned, up to a left unimodular factor.
We state now the analog of Theorem 4.1 for higher order rational interpolation. Although the
rational models used are different, the rest of the proof follows similar lines and we omit the details.
Theorem 4.3. Givenλi ∈ F, ξi(z) ∈ F[z]m×1, ηi(z) ∈ F[z]p×1, i = 1, . . . , s, withdeg ηi(z) deg ξi(z)
= ni − 1. Deﬁne nonsingular polynomial matrices Θi(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m), Ξ(z) ∈ F[z]m×m by
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XΘi = KerΘi(σ ) = ImH⎛⎝ ξλi
η

λi
⎞⎠,
XΘ = KerΘ(σ) = ImH⎛⎝ ξλ1 . . . ξλs
η

λ1
. . . η

λs
⎞⎠,
XΞi = KerΞi(σ ) = ImHξλi ,
XΞ = KerΞ(σ) = ImH{(
ξ

λ1
. . . ξ

λs
)}.
(183)
Assume further that Θ(z) has the block decomposition
Θ(z) =
(
Θ11(z) Θ12(z)
Θ21(z) Θ22(z)
)
(184)
which is compatible with the vectors
(
ξi
ηi
)
. Then
1. Let Λ(z) be a solution of the right tangential polynomial Hermite interpolation problem (115) and
let Ξ(z) be deﬁned by (183). Then, Θ(z) deﬁned by
Θ(z) =
(
Ξ(z) 0
−Λ(z) I
)
(185)
satisﬁes
XΘ = span
{(
ξi
z−λiηi
z−λi
)∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}
. (186)
Any other Θ(z) satisfying (183) differs from Θ(z) by a left unimodular factor.
2. Assume Λ(z) ∈ F[z]p×m is as above. Then any solution T(z) of the rational right tangential inter-
polation problem (133) has the representation
T(z) = Λ(z) + G(z)Ξ(z), (187)
where G(z) ∈ F(z)p×m admits the coprime factorizations
D(z)−1N(z) = N(z)D(z)−1 (188)
and D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime.
3. LetΘ(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m) be deﬁned by (185). The rational function T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m having the
left coprime factorization
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) (189)
solves the right tangential rational Hermite interpolation problem if and only if there exist polynomial
matrices N(z), D(z) for which
D(z)−1N(z) = N(z)D(z)−1 (190)
are coprime factorizations, D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime and we have(−P(z) Q(z)) = (−N(z) D(z)) ( Ξ(z) 0−Λ(z) I
)
= (−(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)) D(z)) (191)
and
T(z) = Q(z)−1P(z) = D(z)−1(D(z)Λ(z) + N(z)Ξ(z)). (192)
4. Let Θ(z) ∈ F[z](p+m)×(p+m) be deﬁned by (183). A sufﬁcient condition for the rational function
T(z) ∈ F(z)p×m to be a strong solution of the right tangential Hermite rational interpolation problem
is the existence of polynomial matrices N(z), D(z) for which
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det(−N(λi)Θ12(λi) + D(λi)Θ22(λi)) /= 0 (193)
and we have the following representation
T(z) = −(−N(z)Θ12(z) + D(z)Θ22(z))−1(−N(z)Θ11(z) + D(z)Θ2(z)). (194)
4.4. Two sided rational tangential interpolation
We proceed to give a brief description of the 2-sided rational interpolation problem. Our aim is to
parametrize all rational functions T(z) ∈ F[z]p×m that satisfy{
(Tξi)(λi) = ηi, i = 1, . . . , s,
(ρjT)(μj) = σj , j = 1, . . . , t. (195)
A polynomial solution Λ(z) of this interpolation problem has been constructed in Theorem 3.4. We
take this as a model for solving the 2-sided problem. For the solution of the 2-sided problem, rather
than to represent the solution in terms of coprime factorizations, we ﬁnd it convenient to adopt the
more symmetric formalism of polynomial system matrices introduced in Rosenbrock [21] and that
of strict system equivalence as developed in Fuhrmann [9]. Thus we assciate with a rational function
having the representation
S(z) = V(z)T(z)−1U(z) + W(z) (196)
the polynomial system matrix
P(z) =
(
T(z) −U(z)
V(z) W(z)
)
. (197)
Here T(z), U(z), V(z), W(z) are polynomial matrices of appropriate size with T(z) nonsingular.
Theorem 4.4. Given the interpolation data (195), where we assume the sets {λi}si=1 and {μj}tj=1 to be
disjoint, we deﬁne polynomial matrices Z(z),Ξ(z) as in (52) and (88). LetΛ(z) be the polynomial solution
of the 2-sided interpolation problem as constructed in Theorem 3.4. Then
1. A necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a rational function (z) ∈ F[z]p×m to satisfy the homoge-
neous interpolation conditions{
(λi)ξi = 0, i = 1, . . . , s,
ρj(μj) = 0, j = 1, . . . , t, (198)
is the existence of a rational function G(z) ∈ F[z]p×m having the coprime factorizations
G(z) = D(z)−1N(z) = N(z)D(z)−1 (199)
for which
(a) Ω(z) = Z(z)G(z)Ξ(z), (200)
(b) D(z),Ξ(z) are left coprime,
(c) Z(z), D(z) are right coprime.
2. The general solution of the 2-sided rational interpolation problem is of the form
T(z) = Λ(z) + Z(z)G(z)Ξ(z), (201)
where G(z) admits the coprime factorizations (199) and the above coprimeness conditions are
satisﬁed.
3. For the solution we have
T(z) = Λ(z) + Z(z)N(z)D(z)−1Ξ(z)) = Λ(z) + Z(z)D(z)−1N(z)Ξ(z). (202)
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4. The associated polynomial system matrices
P1 =
(
D(z) −Ξ(z)
Z(z)N(z) Λ(z)
)
, P2 =
(
D(z) −N(z)Ξ(z)
Z(z) Λ(z)
)
(203)
are strict system equivalent.
5. The shift realizations,P1 ,P2 , associated to the two polynomial systemmatrices are bothminimal.
In particular, D(z), N(z)Ξ(z) are left coprime and D(z), Z(z)N(z) are right coprime. Moreover, the
two systems P1 and P2 are similar.
Proof
1. Using the ﬁrst set of conditions in (198) and applying Theorem 4.3, it follows that (z) =
M(z)D(z)−1Ξ(z) with M(z), D(z) right coprime and D(z),Ξ(z) left coprime. Apply next the
second set of conditions in (198) to conclude that
π−
ρj
z − μj M(z)D(z)
−1Ξ(z) = 0.
Since Ξ(μj) is invertible, we must have the factorization M(z) = Z(z)N(z) and, with the co-
prime factorizationsN(z)D(z)−1 = D(z)−1N(z), therearenozero-pole cancellations inZ(z)N(z)
D(z)−1 = Z(z)D(z)−1N(z), i.e. Z(z), D(z) are necessarily right coprime.
Clearly, the two coprimeness conditions are also sufﬁcient for (z), deﬁned in (200), to satisfy
(198).
2. If T(z) is an arbitrary solution and Λ(z) the polynomial solution, then (z) = T(z) − Λ(z)
satisﬁes the homogeneous interpolation conditions (198). Applying Part 1, the representation
(201) follows.
3. Follows from the previous part, using the coprime factorizations (199).
4. The strict system equivalence follows from the identity(
N(z) 0
0 I
)(
D(z) −Ξ(z)
Z(z)N(z) Λ(z)
)
=
(
D(z) −N(z)Ξ(z)
Z(z) Λ(z)
)(
N(z) 0
0 I
)
and the fact that N(z), D(z) are left coprime and N(z), D(z) are right coprime.
5. Strict equivalence is equivalent to the similarity of the associated shift realizations. Now P1 is
reachable by the left coprimeness ofD(z),Ξ(z)whileP2 is observable by the right coprimeness
of Z(z), D(z). By similarity, both realizations are minimal. 
5. Examples
Example 1. We look for a minimal McMillan degree, proper rational function t(z) that satisﬁes the
interpolation constraints:⎧⎨⎩
t(−1) = 2,
t(0) = 1,
t(1) = 3.
A polynomial interpolant λ(z) is given, applying the Lagrange interpolation formula, by
λ(z) = 3 z(z+1)
2
− (z2 − 1) + 2 z(z−1)
2
= 3
2
(z2 + z) − z2 + 1 + z2 − z
= 3z2+z+2
2
.
(204)
This implies
Θ(z) =
(
z3 − z 0
− 3z2+z+2
2
1
)
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which is not in row proper form. However, it can be reduced to it by elementary row operations to get
Θ(z) =
(
7z − 1 1 − 3z
z2 + 5z −2z
)
,
with the row indices given by 1, 2. Therefore the minimal degree interpolant is given by
t(z) = −Θ12(z)−1Θ11(z) = 7z − 1
3z − 1 .
Example 2. We look for a minimal McMillan degree, proper rational function t(z) that satisﬁes the
interpolation constraints:⎧⎨⎩
t(−1) = 1,
t(1) = 1,
t(3) = 1.
Clearly, a minimal degree polynomial interpolant is given, using the Lagrange interpolation formula,
by
λ(z) = 1. (205)
As q(z) = (z2 − 1)(z − 3), this implies
Θ(z) =
(
(z2 − 1)(z − 3) 0
−1 1
)
,
which by row permutation is equivalent to
Θ(z) =
( −1 1
(z2 − 1)(z − 3) 0
)
and hence also to
Θ(z) =
(−1 1
0 (z2 − 1)(z − 3)
)
.
Thus, not surprisingly, the minimal complexity solution is given by t(z) = 1.
Multiplying Θ(z) on the left by
(−λ 1), with λ /= 0, we get (λ (z2 − 1)(z − 3) − λ) and
hence we obtain a 1-parameter family of strictly proper rational interpolants, of McMillan degree 3,
given by
tλ(z) = λ−(z2 − 1)(z − 3) + λ.
Example 3. We solve next a matrix interpolation problem (49) taken, for purposes of comparison,
from Antoulas et al. [2]. The interpolation conditions are given by:⎧⎨⎩
λ1 = 0, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 2
T(0) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, T(1) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, T(2) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
First, we ﬁnd a polynomial matrix interpolant, using the Lagrange polynomials
l0(z) = (z − 1)(z − 2)
2
, l1(z) = z(z − 2)−1 , l2(z) =
z(z − 1)
2
.
This implies
Λ(z)= z
2 − 3z + 2
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
+ z(z − 2)−1
(
0 1
1 0
)
+ z(z − 1)
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
= 1
2
(
z2 − 3z + 2 −z2 + 3z
−z2 + 3z z2 − 3z + 2
)
.
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Next, we look at the same problem, using themethod of Theorem 4.1. The polynomial matrixΞ(z),
deﬁned in (52), is easily computed to be
Ξ(z) =
(
z3 − 3z2 + 2z 0
0 z3 − 3z2 + 2z
)
.
Therefore, we have
Θ(z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
z3 − 3z2 + 2z 0 0 0
0 z3 − 3z2 + 2z 0 0
−z2+3z−2
2
z2−3z
2
1 0
z2−3z
2
−z2+3z−2
2
0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Clearly, Θ(z) is not row proper as deg detΘ(z) = dim XΘ = 6 but the sum of the row degrees is 10.
By elementary row operations, we can reduce it to the following row proper form
Θ(z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−1 −1 1 1
0 −z z 0
−z2 + 3z − 2 z2 − 3z 2 0
z3 − 3z2 + 2z 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
The block matrix comprising of the ﬁrst and third rows of Θ(z), namely( −1 −1 1 1
−z2 + 3z − 2 z2 − 3z 2 0
)
is left prime. Therefore
T(z) =
(
1 1
2 0
)−1 ( 1 1
z2 − 3z + 2 −z2 + 3z
)
= 1
2
(
z2 − 3z + 2 −z2 + 3z
−z2 + 3z z2 − 3z + 2
)
,
in agreement with the directly obtained result.
Example 4. We solve the tangential interpolation problem (49) with the following interpolation con-
ditions:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
λ1 = 0, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 2,
ξ1 =
(
1
1
)
, ξ2 =
(
1
1
)
, ξ3 =
(
0
1
)
,
η1 =
(
1
1
)
, η2 =
(
1
1
)
, η3 =
(
1
0
)
.
This is a toy problem, for which a polynomial solution can be easily found without pencil and paper.
However, we prefer to proceed formally.
Thus, we begin by looking for a minimal polynomial solution, using the technique of Theorem 3.3.
We have, for the Ξi(z) deﬁned in (52),
Ξ1(z) =
(
z 0
−1 1
)
, Ξ2(z) =
(
z − 1 0
−1 1
)
, Ξ3(z) =
(
1 0
0 z − 2
)
.
Next, we compute the Li(z), deﬁned in (52), to get
L1(z) =
(
z − 1 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
, L2(z) =
(
z 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
, L3(z) =
(
z2 − z 0
−1 1
)
.
Similarly, we have
Ξ(z) =
(
z2 − z 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
. (206)
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For the factorizations (58), we have(
z2 − z 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
=
(
z 0
0 1
)(
z − 1 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
=
(
z − 2 0
0 1
)(
z 0
−(z − 2) z − 2
)
=
(
1 0
0 z − 2
)(
z2 − z 0
−1 1
)
.
This implies
Ξ1(z) =
(
z 0
0 1
)
, Ξ2(z) =
(
z − 2 0
0 1
)
, Ξ3(z) =
(
1 0
0 z − 2
)
.
Using our requirement that Λi(z)Ξ i(z)
−1 be strictly proper implies that, for constants λi,βi, γi, we
have
R1(z) =
(
λ1 0
λ2 0
)
, R2(z) =
(
β1 0
β2 0
)
, R3(z) =
(
0 γ1
0 γ2
)
.
Using the interpolation conditions RiLi(λi)ξi = ηi, we easily identify the constants to obtain
R1 =
(−1 0
−1 0
)
, R2 =
(
1 0
1 0
)
, R3 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
Next, we use Λi(z) = RiLi(z) to get
Λ1(z) =
(
1 − z 0
1 − z 0
)
, Λ2(z) =
(
z 0
z 0
)
, Λ3(z) =
(−1 1
0 0
)
.
Finally, we get for the solution of the interpolation problem
Λ(z) = Λ1(z) + Λ2(z) + Λ3(z) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (207)
This in agreement with the above mentioned paper.
Next, we compute all McMillan degree 1 rational solutions of the right tangential rational interpo-
lation problem. In our case, the matrix function Θ(z), deﬁned in (141), is given by
Θ(z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
z2 − z 0 0 0
2 − z z − 2 0 0
0 −1 1 0
−1 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
Note thatΘ(z) is already in rowproper form,with row indices 2, 1, 0, 0. Our assumption on theMcMil-
lan degree forces the denominator matrix D(z) in the left coprime factorization G(z) = D(z)−1N(z)
to have deg det D(z) = 1. The left coprime factorization is unique up to a left unimodular factor. We
use this freedom to assume, without loss of generality, that D(z) is row proper with row indices 1, 0.
Thus D(z) =
(
d11(z) d12(z)
d21(z) d22(z)
)
and d21(z), d22(z) are necessarily constants, with at least one of them
nonzero. There are twopossible cases. Ifd22 /= 0,wecanassumewithout loss of generality thatd12 = 0
and d22 = 1. Thuswe have in this caseD(z) =
(
az + b 0
c 1
)
. However, if d22 = 0, thenwe can reduce
it to D(z) =
(
0 az + b
1 c
)
. The analysis of the two cases is similar andwe shall consider only the ﬁrst.
By Eq. (159),(−P(z) Q(z)) = (−N(z) D(z))Θ(z)( −n11(z)(z2 − z) − n12(z)(2 − z) −(az + b) − n12(z)(z − 2) az + b 0
−1 − n21(z)(z2 − z) − n22(z)(2 − z) −n22(z)(z − 2) c 1
)
.
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The constraint on the McMillan degree forces n11(z) = n21(z) = 0 and n12(z), n22(z) to be constants.
Setting n12 = d, n22 = e, we have(−P(z) Q(z)) = ( −d(2 − z) −(az + b) − d(z − 2) az + b 0−1 − e(2 − z) −c − e(z − 2) c 1
)
.
Left primeness of
(−P(z) Q(z)), i.e. being aweak solution of the interpolation problem, is equivalent
to the conditions d /= 0 and 2a + b /= 0. For a strong solution we need the invertibility of Q(z) at all
three interpolation points, i.e. b /= 0, a + b /= 0 and 2a + b /= 0, in agreement with Antoulas, Ball,
Kang and Willems [2].
Using the representation of P(z), Q(z), we compute
Q(z)−1P(z) =
(
az + b 0
c 1
)−1 (
0 az + b
1 c
)
+
(
az + b 0
c 1
)−1 (
d(2 − z) d(z − 2)
e(2 − z) e(z − 2)
)
=
(
0 1
1 0
)
+
(
az + b 0
c 1
)−1 (
d(2 − z) d(z − 2)
e(2 − z) e(z − 2)
)
.
(208)
Since we have N(z) =
(
0 d
0 e
)
, we can compute a right coprime factorization N(z)D(z)−1 from a left
one as follows:
D(z)−1N(z) =
(
az + b 0
c 1
)−1 (
0 d
0 e
)
=
(
0 d(az + b)−1
0 e − cd(az + b)−1
)
=
(
0 d
0 e(az + b) − cd
)(
1 0
0 (az + b)
)−1
= N(z)D(z)−1.
The left coprimeness of D(z),Ξ(z) is equivalent to the left primeness of
(
D(z) Ξ(z)
) =(
1 0 z2 − z 0
0 (az + b) −(z − 2) z − 2
)
and this reduces again to 2a + b /= 0.
To give a simple example, showing that a rational function canhave apole at oneof the interpolation
points and still satisfy the tangential interpolation conditions, we consider the case a = 1, b = −1,
c = −1, d = 1 and e = 0. Using (208), we have(
z − 1 0
−1 1
)−1 (
2 − z z − 2
0 0
)
=
(
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
)
.
It remains to check that it satisﬁes the homogeneous tangential interpolation conditions. Indeed, we
have (
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
)(
1
1
)
=
(
0
0
)
,
(
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
2−z
z−1
z−2
z−1
)(
1
0
)
=
(
2−z
z−1
2−z
z−1
)
and the last polynomial vector vanishes at z = 2.
The rational function T(z) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
+
(
2−z
z−1 z−2z−1
2−z
z−1 z−2z−1
)
does indeed solve our weak tangential in-
terpolation problem, but a slightest deviation from the interpolation direction
(
1
1
)
would encounter a
pole. Thus, this interpolation function performs a feat analogous, if not surpassing, to that of Odysseius
navigating between Scylla and Charybdis.
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